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Absorption EPR
signals, first-harmonic out-of-phase, spin relaxation measurements

rotational motion effects, Livshits and Marsh,145,84
Acceleration

correlations with position and velocity in fluid transport, 2D PFG NMR
Han, Stapf, and Blu¨mich, 146,169

Accordion excitation
2J,3J-HMBC, Krishnamurthyet al., 146,232

AC electric field
strong, molecules aligned by, dipolar interactions in, Peshkovsky and

Dermott,147,104
Acetylcholinesterase

Torpedo californica,inhibitors interacting with,1H NMR relaxation study
Delfini et al., 144,129

Achilles tendon
anisotropy in,in vivo analysis by portable NMR scanner NMR-MOUS

Haken and Blu¨mich, 144,195
tensile loading, changes in apparent diffusion coefficient caused by, Het

al., 144,217
Acquisition (see alsoData acquisition)

v-space adaptive acquisition technique for MRI from projections, Pla
Alecci, and Sotgiu,143,197

Acquisition weighting
three-dimensional13C CSI of isolated infarcted rat heart, Weidensteineet

al., 143,17
ctive-coupling-pattern-tilting spectroscopy
heteronuclear, sensitivity improvement and acquisition scheme, Koz´miński

and Nanz,142,294
daptive filtering
nonlinear, identification of NMR spin systems by, Asfour, Raoof,

Fournier,145,37
diabatic decoupling
synchronized, Zhang and Gorenstein,147,110

diabatic decoupling sidebands
analytical solution for amplitudes and phases as function of spin inve

time t, Zhang and Gorenstein,144,316
Adiabatic pulses

dephasing, REDOR with, Heise, Leppert, and Ramachandran,146,181
Adjusted chemical-shift phase encoding

fast variant of1H spectroscopic U-FLARE using, Ebel, Dreher, and L-
fritz, 142,241

ir
solid, molecular oxygen in, multifrequency EPR spectra, Pardiet al., 146,

375
27Al

andalusite and 9Al2O3 z 2B2O3, population and coherence transfer indu
by double-frequency sweeps in half-integer quadrupolar spin sys
Iuga et al., 147,192

inorganic phosphate multispin systems, measurement of dipole–dipo
teractions using compensated REDOR, Chan and Eckert,147,170

1 Boldface numbers indicate volume; lightface numbers indicate pagin
385
ng,

c-

i,

n

s,

in-

multiple-quantum cross polarization with 2D MQMAS NMR, Ashbrook
Wimperis,147,238

Alanine
13C–2D dipolar couplings, measuring with universal REDOR depha

curve, Gullion,146,220
13CH3 group in CH3–CH segment, multiple-quantumJ-resolved NMR spec-

troscopy, Liu and Zhang,146,277
L-Alanine

13C–14N heteronuclear distances, MAS NMR determination without irr-
ation of second spin: RIDER, Saalwa¨chter and Schmidt-Rohr,145,161

13C, 15N-labeled, carbon-proton dipolar decoupling in REDOR, Mehtaet al.,
145,156

deuterium–carbon REDOR NMR spectroscopy, Sack and Vega,145,52
AlcR–DNA complex

15N exchange NMR for unambiguous assignment of1HN/15N resonance
Vialle-Printems, van Heijenoort, and Guittet,142,276

lgorithms
for calculation of cross polarization spectra influenced by slow mole

tumbling, Mayer,145,216
time-domain, for NMR spectral normalization, Romano, Santini, and

dovina,146,89
for torus factor: relationship between RF field and radial position in to

cavity probes, Woelk,146,157
MARES
frequency-selective quantitation of biomedical MRS data, Vanhammeet al.,

143,1
mide exchange
hydrogen–deuterium, in complex membrane proteins, NMR-based me

ments, Czerski, Vinogradova, and Sanders,142,111
mino acids
evaluation of contrast agents for MRI based on proton chemical exch

dependent saturation transfer, Ward, Aletras, and Balaban,143,79
1H–15N TROSY experiments, suppression of spurious peaks, Kojima

Kainosho,143,417
side chains, ofa-spectrin SH3 domain, identification of signal patterns in

RFDR spectra, Pauliet al., 143,411
g-Aminobutyric acid

and taurine, simultaneous spectral editing using double quantum coh
transfer, Lei and Peeling,143,95

AMX systems
multipolar, NMR relaxation under spin-locking conditions, Kaikkonen

Kowalewski,146,297
Analytical continuation

in spectral estimation of NMR relaxation, Naugler and Cushley,145,209
Analytical transfer functions

for three dipolar coupled spins12, Luy and Glaser,142,280
Angles

between tensorial interactions, cross-correlated relaxation for measu
of, Reif et al., 143,45

Anisotropic diffusion
in nematic liquid crystal, electric field PFG NMR approach, Holsteinet al.,

143,427
Anisotropic rotational diffusion

effects, separation from exchange contributions to transverse rela
rates, Renner and Holak,145,192n.
1090-7807/00 $35.00
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386 CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
Anisotropic self-diffusion
in salt water ice, NMR characterization, Menzelet al., 143,376

Anisotropy
changes in apparent diffusion coefficient caused by tensile loading of

Achilles tendon, Hanet al., 144,217
and exchange broadening, separation using15N CSA–15N–1H dipole–dipole

relaxation cross-correlation, Renner and Holak,145,192
rotational diffusion, detection and quantification from NMR relaxation d

Bayesian statistical method, Andrecet al., 146,66
in tendon,in vivoanalysis by portable NMR scanner NMR-MOUSE, Ha

and Blümich, 144,195
Announcements

The Laukien Prize,146,248
Parameters and Symbols for Use in Nuclear Magnetic Resonance,145,160

Apparent diffusion coefficient
changes caused by tensile loading of rabbit Achilles tendon, Hanet al.,144,

217
Approximation

small tip-angle:k-space analysis of MR tagging, Kerwin and Prince,142,
313

Voigt function, analytical derivation of, Bruceet al., 142,57
ArCH2–X

X5Br,H, flexible molecules dissolved in liquid-crystalline phases, a
matic analysis of NMR spectra, Castiglioneet al., 142,216

Arginine repressor
13C-labeled N-terminal domain, DNA complex with, time-shared X(v1)-

half-filter for improved sensitivity in subspectral editing, Anders
and Otting,144,168

Aromatic amino acid residues
13C, 15N-labeled, proteins, measurement of3JN,Cg and 3JC9,Cg coupling con-

stants, Lo¨hr and Ru¨terjans,146,126
Artifacts

inhomogeneity-induced, reducing in functional MRI of human brain
vation, Merboldt, Finsterbusch, and Frahm,145,184

magnetization transfer, suppression using concatenated inversion in
Pruessmannet al., 146,58

motion, in diffusion imaging, reduction using navigator echoes and ve
compensation, Clark, Barker, and Tofts,142,358

relaxation-induced, compensation for: clean TROSY, Schulte-Herbru¨ggen
and Sørensen,144,123

rotation, in burst imaging, Wheeler-Kingshott, Cre´millieux, and Doran,143,
161

Atomic refinement
using orientational restraints from solid-state NMR, Bertramet al., 147,9

Atomic structure
in prediction of NMR relaxation of globular proteins, computer prog

HYDRONMR, Garcı´a de la Torre, Huertas, and Carrasco,147,138
Automatic analysis

NMR spectra of flexible molecules dissolved in liquid-crystalline pha
Castiglioneet al., 142,216

Automatic correction
phase and frequency shifts and lineshape distortions across series o

resonance lines, in large spectral data sets, Witjeset al., 144,35
Automatic frequency control

electronically tunable surface-coil-type resonator for L-band EPR, H
Walczak, and Swartz,142,159

Automatic matching control
electronically tunable surface-coil-type resonator for L-band EPR, H

Walczak, and Swartz,142,159

B

Backbone
protein, 15N relaxation rates, as tool for diagnosis of structure quality

Alba and Tjandra,144,367
bit

,

-

-

T,

ty

,

gle

a,

a,

e

Backbone anglec
in proteins, determination with TROSY-baseda/b-HN(CO)CA-J, Permi,

Kilpeläinen, and Annila,146,255
ackbone dynamics
rotational diffusion anisotropy, detection and quantification from N

relaxation data, Bayesian statistical method, Andrecet al., 146,66
acteria
colonies, diffusion-weighted imaging in STRAFI plane, Carlton, Halse

Strange,143,24
arbituric acid
evaluation of contrast agents for MRI based on proton chemical exch

dependent saturation transfer, Ward, Aletras, and Balaban,143,79
ayesian statistical method
detection and quantification of rotational diffusion anisotropy from N

relaxation data, Andrecet al., 146,66
,1,3-Benzoselenadiazole

77Se spectra in, analysis: spin-1/2 nucleus scalar coupled to quadr
nuclei, Bernatowiczet al., 145,152

Berry’s phase
simultaneous soft pulses applied at nearby frequencies, Steffen, V

sypen, and Chuang,146,369
bTC3 cells

bioartificial pancreas containing, total choline levels in,in vitro monitoring:
1H NMR studies of effects of oxygen level, Longet al., 146,49

B1 gradients
nutation spin echo and use for localized NMR, Ardelean, Kimmich,

Klemm, 146,43
icelles
magnetically oriented, pegylation, King, Parker, and Howard,142,177
rubredoxin in, orientational ambiguities in structure from dipolar coupl

variation of molecular alignment for resolving, Al-Hashimiet al.,143,
402

inary signal detection
detection of nuclear resonance signals, improvement using feedback c

Blauch, Schiano, and Ginsberg,144,305
iological media
dynamics of spins 3/2 in, model for, Hancu, van der Maarel, and Boada147,

179
iological objects
time-domain RF EPR imaging, parallel coil resonators for, Devasahayet

al., 142,168
iomedical data
MRS signals, frequency-selective quantitation of, Vanhammeet al., 143,1

ipolar gradient pulses
and monopolar gradient pulses, cross-relaxation effects in stimulated

type PGSE NMR by, Dvinskikh and Furo´, 146,283
ipolar magnetic field gradients
improved convection compensating PFGSE and stimulated-echo m

for use with, Sørlandet al., 142,323
iradicals
nitroxide, dead-time-free measurements of dipole–dipole interaction

tween electron spins, Pannieret al., 142,331
ituminous coal
macerals separated from, thermally excited multiplet states in, Wie˛ckowski

et al., 145,62
lends
polymer, WIM/WISE NMR studies of chain dynamics in, Qiu and Mir

142,183
loch equations
accurate intensities of broad NMR lines from composite pulse experim

Hedin and Furo´, 142,32
in high-gradient magnetic resonance force microscopy, Doughertyet al.,

143,106
with magnetization exchange: effects of off-resonance irradiation,
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387CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
relaxation, and chemical exchange on steady-state magnetizatio
effectiveT1 times, Kingsley and Monahan,143,360

nonlinear phase adjustment of selective excitation pulses, Carlson,147,210
loch–Siegert shift
simultaneous soft pulses applied at nearby frequencies, Steffen, V

sypen, and Chuang,146,369
81Br

broad NMR lines from composite pulse experiments, accurate intensit
Hedin and Furo´, 142,32

rain
activation, fMRI, reducing inhomogeneity artifacts (human), Merboldt,

sterbusch, and Frahm,145,184
fMRI: gradient-echo line scan imaging using 2D-selective RF excita

Finsterbusch and Frahm,147,17
1H spectroscopic U-FLARE imaging, fast variant using adjusted che

shift phase encoding (rat), Ebel, Dreher, and Leibfritz,142,241
in vivo 13C MRS at 1.5 T, peak assignments (human), Blu¨ml et al.,143,292
T2, rapid acquisition transverse relaxometric imaging, Does and Gore147,

116
Brent algorithm

torus factor: relationship between RF field and radial position in to
cavity probes, Woelk,146,157

Broadband decoupling
improved sequence for liquid crystals and solids, Fung, Khitrin, and E

laev,142,97
Broadband echo sequence

usingp composite pulse, for pure NQR of spinI 5 3
2 powder sample, Odi

143,299
roadband high-field EMR spectroscopy
ultrawide band multifrequency, Hassanet al., 142,300

road NMR lines
from composite pulse experiments, accurate intensities of, Hedin and´,

142,32
urst imaging
rotation artifacts in, Wheeler-Kingshott, Cre´millieux, and Doran,143,161

C

12C
proton detection of carbon–carbon spin coupling constants in symm

molecules, Berger,142,136
13C

13C–13C RFDR spectra ofa-spectrin SH3 domain: sample optimization
identification of signal patterns of amino acid side chains, Pauliet al.,
143,411

13C–2D dipolar couplings in alanine, measuring with universal RED
dephasing curve, Gullion,146,220

[13C2]glycine, rotational resonance NMR of spinning single crystal, co-
ence transfer signals in, Antzutkin and Levitt,147,147

chemical-shift resolution, imaging of1H NMR second moment imagin
with, Nonaka, Matsui, and Inouye,145,315

13CH3 group in CH3–CH segment of alanine, multiple-quantumJ-resolved
NMR spectroscopy, Liu and Zhang,146,277

13C- and 2H-isotopically labeled saccharides,2H T1 and quadrupolar co-
pling constants in, Bose-Basuet al., 144,207

13C-labeled proteins
–DNA complex, time-shared X(v1)-half-filter for improved sensitivity i

subspectral editing, Andersson and Otting,144,168
HCACO, sensitivity enhancement using HMQC magnetization tra

scheme, Xiaet al., 143,407
methyl-containing side chains, 3D HCCH3-TOCSY for resonance assig-

ment of, Uhrı´n et al., 142,288
13C MRS of human brain at 1.5 Tin vivo, peak assignments, Blu¨ml et al.,

143,292
nd

er-

of,

-

,

al

d

-

ro

al

r

C– N and C– H heteronuclear distances inL-alanine andd3-methylma-
lonic acid, MAS NMR determination without irradiation of seco
spin: RIDER, Saalwa¨chter and Schmidt-Rohr,145,161

13C, 15N-labeledL-alanine, carbon-proton dipolar decoupling in REDO
Mehtaet al., 145,156

13C, 15N-labeled proteins
glycine, measurement of internuclear distances in solid-state NM

background-filtered REDOR experiment, Vogtet al., 147,26
hydrophobic peptide in oriented membranes, REDOR NMR on, Mid

ton et al., 147,366
3JN,Cg and 3JC9,Cg coupling constants of aromatic residues, measurem

Löhr and Ru¨terjans,146,126
RAP 18–112, 3D protein NMR TROSY-type HCCH correlation exp

ments, diagonal peak suppression in, Meissner and Sørensen,144,171
13C, 15N-labeled RNA oligonucleotides, sensitivity-enhanced MQ–HC

CCH–TOCSY and MQ–HCN–CCH–COSY pulse schemes for,
Jiang, and Gosser,145,147

13C and 15N NMR spectral density maps, peptide internal motions
nanosecond time scale derived from direct fitting of, Mayoet al.,146,
188

13C–15N spin systems of glycine, recoupling of heteronuclear dipolar i-
actions with rotational-echo double-resonance at high MAS freq
cies, Jaroniecet al., 146,132

coal, detection of anisotropic hyperfine transitions in zero magnetic
using field-cycling techniques, Sturmet al., 142,139

CP/MAS experiments in solids, modified spectral editing methods for,et
al., 142,326

dimethyl sulfone: simulations of chemical exchange lineshapes in CP
spectra using Floquet theory and sparse matrix methods, Hazendet
al., 146,33

doubly 13C-labeled hydroxybutyric acid, spinning-frequency-dependen-
rowband RF-driven dipolar recoupling, Goobes, Boender, and V
146,204

efficient deuterium–carbon REDOR NMR spectroscopy, Sack and
145,52

high-resolution13C 3D CSA-CSA-CSA correlation experiment based
magic angle turning, Huet al., 145,230

MAS double-quantum filtered dipolar shift correlation spectroscopy, H
drichs, Geen, and Titman,147,68

MAS NMR 1D exchange involving chemically equivalent and inequiva
nuclei, initial conditions for, Tekelyet al., 145,173

PGSE NMR experiment with heteronuclear dipolar decoupling, diffu
measurements in liquid crystals and solids, Dvinskikh, Sitnikov,
Furó, 142,102

poly(n-butylmethacrylate), application of MAS exchange method u
sideband separation: PATROS, Reichertet al., 146,311

pure-exchange solid-state NMR, deAzevedo, Bonagamba, and Sc
Rohr,142,86

relaxation data, determination of globaltR of proteins using, Mispelteret al.,
143,229

sequence for obtaining13CH 1 13CH2-only 13C spectra: spectral editin
improvement, Burns, Wu, and Zilm,143,352

spin–lattice relaxation times, characterization of molecular motion in
state by, Varner, Vold, and Hoatson,142,229

spin systems, double-quantum filtration under rotational-resonance
tions, Dusold and Sebald,145,340

three-dimensional chemical-shift imaging in isolated infarcted rat h
Weidensteineret al., 143,17

13Ca

ubiquitin backbone anglec, determination with TROSY-baseda/b-HN-
(CO)CA-J experiment, Permi, Kilpela¨inen, and Annila,146,255

arbon coupling
proton detection of carbon–carbon spin coupling constants in symm

molecules, Berger,142,136
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388 CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
Cardiac valves
MRI in living mouse, Ruffet al., 146,290

Carr–Purcell–Meiboom–Gill
orientation-dependent19F dipolar couplings within trifluoromethyl grou

static multipulse solid-state NMR, Grage and Ulrich,146,81
pulse sequence, relaxation of nuclear magnetization in nonuniform ma

field gradient and restricted geometry, Zielinski and Sen,147,95
spin dynamics of CPMG-like sequences in grossly inhomogeneousB0 and

B1 fields and application to NMR well logging, Hu¨rlimann and Griffin
143,120

Carr–Purcell pulse sequence
behavior of echo train: NMR in inhomogeneous magnetic fields, Ba˜libanuet

al., 145,246
Cartilage

dynamics of spins 3/2 in, model for, Hancu, van der Maarel, and Boada147,
179

sodium visibility and quantitation using high-field23Na MRI and MRS
Shapiroet al., 142,24

CARVE
based volume selective detection by weighted averaging of consta

angle scans, Sersˇa and Macura,143,208
Catalysts

monolithic, thermally polarized1H NMR microimaging of liquid and ga
flow in, Koptyuget al., 147,36

ell alignment
erythrocytes in magnetic field of NMR spectrometer, evidence base

diffusion tensor of water, Kuchelet al., 145,291
ellular research
integrated confocal and magnetic resonance microscope for, Windet al.,

147,371
esium perfluorooctanoate
liquid crystalline, diffusion in,13C PGSE NMR with heteronuclear dipo

decoupling, Dvinskikh, Sitnikov, and Furo´, 142,102
hain dynamics
in solid polymers and blends, WIM/WISE NMR studies, Qiu and Mi

142,183
hain motions
pure-exchange solid-state NMR, deAzevedo, Bonagamba, and Sc

Rohr,142,86
H3CD2I
tunneling spectroscopy from magnetization evolution in tilted rotating f

of nuclear spins, Damyanovich, Peternelj, and Pintar,145,1
Chemical exchange

effect on steady-state magnetization and effectiveT1 relaxation times
Kingsley and Monahan,143,360

multiple-site saturation transfer kinetic measurements, correcting for in
plete saturation and off-resonance effects, Kingsley and Monahan146,
100

one-pulse experiment with, measurement ofT1 and concentrations, Spen
and Fishbein,142,120

proton, dependent saturation transfer, class of MRI contrast agents ba
Ward, Aletras, and Balaban,143,79

and relaxation, in NMR simulations, Cuperlovicet al., 142,11
separation of anisotropy and exchange broadening using15N CSA–15N–1H

dipole–dipole relaxation cross-correlation, Renner and Holak,145,192
simulations in CP/MAS spectra using Floquet theory and sparse m

methods, Hazendonket al., 146,33
Chemical shielding tensor

15N and 1H, in nucleic acid base pairs, hydrogen bonding effects, Cze
Fiala, and Sklena´ř, 145,142

hemical-shift anisotropy
high-resolution13C 3D CSA-CSA-CSA correlation experiment by mean

magic angle turning, Huet al., 145,230
tic

tip

on

,

idt-

e

-

on,

rix

k,

iterative fitting procedure for determination of longitudinal NMR cro
correlation rates, Wang, Kurochkin, and Zuiderweg,144,175

15N, tensor magnitude and orientation in molecular frame of uracil, M
NMR, Leppert, Heise, and Ramachandran,145,307

separation of anisotropy and exchange broadening using15N CSA–15N–1H
dipole–dipole relaxation cross-correlation, Renner and Holak,145,192

spin 1
2 ensemble experiencing, REDOR with adiabatic dephasing p
Heise, Leppert, and Ramachandran,146,181

hemical-shift imaging
with continuously flowing hyperpolarized xenon, for characterizatio

materials, Moudrakovskiet al., 144,372
three-dimensional13C, in isolated infarcted rat heart, Weidensteineret al.,

143,17
Chemical shifts

L-aspartic acid and 4,9-dioxa-1,12-dodecanediamine, concurrent with
taneous 3D electrophoretic NMR COSY spectra, Heet al., 147,361

13C, resolution, imaging of1H NMR second moment imaging with, Nona
Matsui, and Inouye,145,315

temperature-dependent,23Na in Na4HTm[DOTP], Shapiroet al., 143,213
Chemical shift tensors

15N, magnitude and orientation in molecular frame of uracil via MAS NM
Leppert, Heise, and Ramachandran,145,307

hemometrics
relationships between1H NMR relaxation data and technological parame

of meat, Brownet al., 147,89
x1-angle

related3JN,Cg and 3JC9,Cg couplings of aromatic residues in13C, 15N-labeled
proteins, measurement, Lo¨hr and Ru¨terjans,146,126

hloromethylbenzenes
ortho andmeta,and other benzenes, codissolved in nematic liquid cry

spectral, orientational order, and structural parameters, Syvitsk
Burnell, 144,58

holine
total levels in bioartificial pancreas,in vitro monitoring:1H NMR studies o

effects of oxygen level, Longet al., 146,49
ircular sample
radial and longitudinal effect in double TE104 and single TE102 rectangula

cavity, Mazúr, Valko, and Morris,142,37
35Cl

Cu21-doped L-histidine, 14N/35Cl–14N/35Cl and 1H–14N/35Cl spectra, 2D
pulsed TRIPLE at 95 GHz, Epel and Goldfarb,146,196

lassical momentum problem
in stable reconstruction ofT2 distribution, Steinbrecheret al., 146,321

Closed circuit system
continuous-flow optical pumping NMR in, Knelleret al., 147,261

59Co
tetrahedral cluster HFeCo3(CO)11PPh2H, 2D COSY forS57/2 spins, Kemp-

genset al., 142,64
Coal

bituminous, macerals separated from, thermally excited multiplet stat
Więckowski et al., 145,62

Coherence pathway selection
and thermal convection currents in NMR, Jerschow,145,125

oherence transfer
conversion of triple- to single-quantum coherences in MQMAS N

Pruski, Wiench, and Amoureux,147,286
double-quantum

simultaneous spectral editing forg-aminobutyric acid and taurine usin
Lei and Peeling,143,95

spectral editing with, off-resonance effects of RF pulses used in, Le
Peeling,144,89

induced by double-frequency sweeps in half-integer quadrupolar spi
tems, Iugaet al., 147,192
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389CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
sensitivity gain by simultaneous acquisition of two coherence pathw
HNCA1 experiment, Salzmannet al., 143,223

signals, in rotational resonance NMR of spinning single crystal, Antz
and Levitt,147,147

Coherence transfer functions
analytical, for three dipolar coupled spins1

2, Luy and Glaser,142,280
Coherent cross polarization

theory, for spin-12 coupled to general object, Magusin and Veeman,143,243
oils
small, in variable-temperature single-crystal NMR, Vosegaardet al., 142,

379
ollaboratory
development and use of virtual NMR facility, Keatinget al., 143,172
ompensation
eddy current, in high-resolution diffusion imaging using radial turbo s

echo sequence, Seifertet al., 144,243
gradient, versus thin sections, for reducing inhomogeneity artifacts in

of brain activation, Merboldt, Finsterbusch, and Frahm,145,184
strategy, in REDOR NMR measurement of dipole– dipole interac

in multispin inorganic phosphate systems, Chan and Eckert,147,
170

velocity, and navigator echoes, reduction of motion artifacts in diffu
imaging using, Clark, Barker, and Tofts,142,358

omplexes
proteins in, in slow chemical exchange with free form,15N exchange NMR

for unambiguous assignment of1HN/15N resonances, Vialle-Printem
van Heijenoort, and Guittet,142,276

omposite pulses
accurate intensities of broad NMR lines from experiments using, Hedi

Furó, 142,32
measuring13C–2D dipolar couplings with universal REDOR dephas

curve, Gullion,146,220
p, broadband echo sequence using, for pure NQR of spinI 5 3

2 powder
sample, Odin,143,299

omputer simulation
NMR experiments involving pulsed-field gradients: Virtual NMR Spectr

eter, Nicholaset al., 145,262
SIMPSON, general program for solid-state NMR spectroscopy, Bak,

mussen, and Nielsen,147,296
oncrete
turbo spin-echo single-point imaging, Beyeaet al., 144,255
ondition number
as measure of noise performance of diffusion tensor data acqu

schemes with MRI, Skareet al., 147,340
onfinement
relaxation of nuclear magnetization in nonuniform magnetic field gra

and restricted geometry, Zielinski and Sen,147,95
onfocal scanning fluorescent microscopy
integrated with magnetic resonance microscopy, for cellular research,

et al., 147,371
onformation
disaccharide, modified GOESY in analysis of, Dixon, Widmalm, and

147,266
onstant time experiments
avoiding cross-correlated relaxation rate measurement errors, Carlo

and Griesinger,144,280
onstant time variable delay
STAR operator incorporation in2J,3J-HMBC, Krishnamurthyet al., 146,

232
Constant tip angle excitation

weighted averaging of signals acquired with, volume selective detectio
Serša and Macura,143,208
s:

n

-

I

s

n

d

-

s-
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t
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,
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y,

Continuous flow
hyperpolarized xenon produced in, chemical-shift imaging with, for c

acterization of materials, Moudrakovskiet al., 144,372
optical pumping, in closed circuit system, Knelleret al., 147,261

Continuous wavelet transform
time-domain quantification of multiple-quantum-filtered23Na signal using

Serraiet al., 142,341
Contrast

dipolar, for dense tissues imaging, Grenier, Pascui, and Briguet,147,353
Contrast agents

MRI, new class based on proton chemical exchange-dependent sat
transfer, Ward, Aletras, and Balaban,143,79

Contrast enhancement
in MRI: numerical studies of intermolecular multiple-quantum coheren

Garrett-Roe and Warren,146,1
Convection

thermal convection currents in NMR, Jerschow,145,125
Convection compensating methods

improved, PFGSE and stimulated-echo, Sørlandet al., 142,323
Conversion

triple- to single-quantum coherences in MQMAS NMR, Pruski, Wie
and Amoureux,147,286

Coronary angiography
MRI of coronary arteries and heart valves in living mouse, Ruffet al.,146,

290
Correlation of motion

2D PFG NMR for encoding correlations of position, velocity, and acc
ation in fluid transport, Han, Stapf, and Blu¨mich, 146,169

Correlation spectroscopy
MAS double-quantum filtered dipolar shift correlation spectroscopy, H

drichs, Geen, and Titman,147,68
three-dimensional electrophoretic NMR correlation spectroscopy, Heet al.,

147,361
three-dimensional protein NMR TROSY-type HCCH correlation exp

ments, diagonal peak suppression in, Meissner and Sørensen,144,171
two-dimensional, forS57/2 spins, theory and application:59Co in tetrahe-

dral cluster HFeCo3(CO)11PPh2H, Kempgenset al., 142,64
two-dimensional ENDOR-ESEEM, Baret al., 145,115
orrelation time imaging
application to granular flow system, Caprihan and Seymour,144,96
oupling constants (see Jcoupling)

Couplings
one-bond, measurement in proteins with short transverse relaxation

Kontaxis, Clore, and Bax,143,184
CP/MAS (seeCross polarization–magic-angle spinning)
Cramér-Rao bound expressions

for parametric estimation of overlapping peaks: influence of prior kn
edge, Cavassilaet al., 143,311

Cross-correlated relaxation
for measurement of angles between tensorial interactions, Reifet al.,143,45
rates, avoiding measurement erors, Carlomagno and Griesinger,144,280

Cross correlation
effects, evaluation in proteins with short transverse relaxation times,

taxis, Clore, and Bax,143,184
in longitudinal relaxation of strongly coupled spins, Dorai and Kum

145,8
15N CSA–15N–1H dipole–dipole relaxation, separation of anisotropy

exchange broadening using, Renner and Holak,145,192
ross-correlation rates
longitudinal NMR, iterative fitting procedure for determination of, Wa

Kurochkin, and Zuiderweg,144,175
rossed-loop EPR resonator
L-band, Rinard, Quine, and Eaton,144,85
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390 CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
Cross peaks
in HYSCORE spectra ofS5 1/2, I 5 1/2 spin systems, Dikanov, Tyryshk

and Bowman,144,228
ross polarization
coherent, for spin-1

2 coupled to general object, Magusin and Veeman,143,
243

multiple-quantum
in quadrupolar spin systems during magic-angle spinning, Rov

Baldus, and Griffin,142,145
with 2D MQMAS NMR, of quadrupolar nuclei, Ashbrook and Wimpe

147,238
polarization transfer in lipid membranes, Warschawski and Devaux,145,

367
spectra, influenced by slow molecular tumbling, calculation of, Mayer,145,

216
ross polarization dynamics
improvement of spectral editing in solids: sequence for obtaining13CH 1

13CH2-only 13C spectra, Burns, Wu, and Zilm,143,352
Cross polarization–magic-angle spinning

chemical exchange lineshapes in spectra, simulations using Floquet
and sparse matrix methods, Hazendonket al., 146,33

13C NMR
coherence transfer signals in rotational resonance NMR of spinning

crystal, Antzutkin and Levitt,147,147
experiments in solids, modified spectral editing methods for, Huet al.,

142,326
improvement of spectral editing in solids: sequence for obtaining13CH 1

13CH2-only 13C spectra, Burns, Wu, and Zilm,143,352
multiple-quantum CP in quadrupolar spin systems, Rovnyak, Baldus

Griffin, 142,145
Cross-relaxation effects

on steady-state magnetization and effectiveT1 relaxation times, Kingsle
and Monahan,143,360

in stimulated-echo-type PGSE NMR experiments, by bipolar and mono
gradient pulses, Dvinskikh and Furo´, 146,283

ross-relaxation rate
quantitative interpretation of magnetization transfer in spoiled gradient

MRI sequences, Sled and Pike,145,24
rystals
small, in variable-temperature single-crystal NMR, Vosegaardet al., 142,

379

3 symmetry
NMR spin echoes for molecular rotators with, Sullivan and Kisvars

145,18
T-HMQC-HA
semi-constant-time HMSQC for measurement of3JHNHa couplings in15N-

labeled proteins, Aitio and Permi,143,391
Current noise

sources in conductor, 3D physical model of MRI noise based on, Henn
147,153

Cytochromec
oxidized, protein hydration and location of water molecules,1H NMR (horse

heart), Bertiniet al., 147,1

D

Data acquisition (see alsoAcquisition)
ESEEM measurements with time-resolved detection of entire ESE

shape, Astashkin, Kozlyuk, and Raitsimring,145,357
ata acquisition schemes
in diffusion tensor imaging with MRI, condition number as measure of n

performance of, Skareet al., 147,340
heteronuclear active-coupling-pattern-tilting spectroscopy, Koz´miński and

Nanz,142,294
k,

ory

le

nd

ar

ho

i,

sy,

al

e

ata processing
advanced NMR, in MATLAB: NMRLAB, Gu¨nther, Ludwig, and Ru¨terjans

145,201
ata spacing
in uniform penalty inversion of multiexponential decay data, Borgia, Bro

and Fantazzini,147,273
COSY
analytical polarization and coherence transfer functions for three d

coupled spins12, Luy and Glaser,142,280
ead time
measurements of dipole–dipole interactions between electron spins f

Pannieret al., 142,331
zero dead time detection of electron spin echo envelope modulation

cused primary echo, Astashkin and Raitsimring,143,280
EAR
multidimensional, measurements in solid-state NMR, Sachleben, Beve

and Frydman,144,330
ecoupling
adiabatic, sidebands: analytical solution for amplitudes and phases a

tion of spin inversion timet, Zhang and Gorenstein,144,316
broadband, improved sequence for liquid crystals and solids, Fung, K

and Ermolaev,142,97
dipolar

carbon-proton, in REDOR, Mehtaet al., 145,156
homonuclear, PGSE NMR with, Dvinskikh and Furo´, 144,142

heteronuclear dipolar,13C PGSE NMR experiment with, diffusion measu-
ments in liquid crystals and solids, Dvinskikh, Sitnikov, and Furo´, 142,
102

17O-decoupled1H spectroscopy and imaging with surface coil: STE
decoupling, Charagundlaet al., 143,39

synchronized adiabatic, Zhang and Gorenstein,147,110
Decoupling sidebands

cancellation: synchronized adiabatic decoupling, Zhang and Goren
147,110

DEER
four-pulse, dead-time-free measurements of dipole–dipole interactio

tween electron spins, Pannieret al., 142,331
Dehydrotestosterone

in-phase selective excitation of overlapping multiplets, Harris, Lowe,
Norwood,142,389

Delphic torsion potential
Gaussian implementation, protein NMR structures, Kuszewski and C

146,249
Demagnetizing field

two-pulse nutation echoes generated by gradients of RF amplitude an
magnetic field, Ardelean, Scharfenecker, and Kimmich,144,45

Dense tissues imaging
dipolar contrast for, Grenier, Pascui, and Briguet,147,353

ephasing
adiabatic pulse, REDOR with, Heise, Leppert, and Ramachandran,146,181
universal REDOR dephasing curve, measurement of13C–2D dipolar cou-

plings with, Gullion,146,220
Deuteration

selective, in measurement of proton–proton coupling constants in
sugar ring, Yanget al., 146,260

Deuterium–carbon REDOR NMR spectroscopy
with phase-modulated pulses for deuterium recoupling, Sack and Vega145,

52
universal REDOR dephasing curve, measurement of13C–2D dipolar cou-

plings with, Gullion,146,220
Deuterium NMR

method for setting magic angle for solid-state NMR studies, Nagaraj
Ramanathan,146,165
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391CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
Diacylglycerol kinase
hydrogen–deuterium amide exchange, NMR-based measurements, C

Vinogradova, and Sanders,142,111
Diagnostics

in uniform penalty inversion of multiexponential decay data, Borgia, Bro
and Fantazzini,147,273

Diagonal peak suppression
3D protein NMR TROSY-type HCCH correlation experiments, Meis

and Sørensen,144,171
3D protein NMR TROSY-type15N-resolved1HN–1HN NOESY spectra with

Meissner and Sørensen,142,195
Diagonal-ridge suppression

pure-exchange solid-state NMR, deAzevedo, Bonagamba, and Sc
Rohr,142,86

Diamagnetic proteins
and protein gels, decay of dipolar order in, Danek and Bryant,143,35

Dichlorobenzenes
ortho andmeta,and other benzenes, codissolved in nematic liquid cry

spectral, orientational order, and structural parameters, Syvitsk
Burnell, 144,58

Dielectric resonator
side-access probe based on, for muscle fiber EPR study, Sienkiewiczet al.,

143,144
whispering gallery, high-field multifrequency EPR spectroscopy using

nino et al., 143,88
Diffusion

anisotropic, in nematic liquid crystal, electric field PFG NMR appro
Holsteinet al., 143,427

anisotropic rotational, effects, separation from exchange contributio
transverse relaxation rates, Renner and Holak,145,192

anisotropic self-, in salt water ice, NMR characterization, Menzelet al.,143,
376

and determining pore sizes using internal magnetic field, Song,143,397
finite-difference approach for high-precision analysis of rotating-frame

fusion images, Woelket al., 145,276
measurements

in liquid crystals and solids,13C PGSE NMR with heteronuclear dipo
decoupling, Dvinskikh, Sitnikov, and Furo´, 142,102

at long observation times in presence of spatially variable internal
netic field gradients, Selandet al., 146,14

using nonlinear stimulated echo, Ardelean and Kimmich,143,101
restricted

measurements using oscillating gradient spin-echo sequence, Schaet
al., 147,232

relaxation of nuclear magnetization in nonuniform magnetic field gra
and restricted geometry, Zielinski and Sen,147,95

water, evidence of red cell alignment in magnetic field of spectrom
Kuchel et al., 145,291

iffusion coefficient imaging
application to granular flow system, Caprihan and Seymour,144,96

iffusion imaging
high-resolution, using radial turbo spin-echo sequence, Seifertet al., 144,

243
motion artifacts in, reduction using navigator echoes and velocity com

sation, Clark, Barker, and Tofts,142,358
iffusion tensor imaging
MRI, data acquisition schemes in, condition number as measure of

performance of, Skareet al., 147,340
iffusion-weighted imaging
bacterial colonies in STRAFI plane, Carlton, Halse, and Strange,143,24

,6-Dihydrouracil
evaluation of contrast agents for MRI based on proton chemical exch

dependent saturation transfer, Ward, Aletras, and Balaban,143,79
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imethylbenzenes
ortho andmeta,and other benzenes, codissolved in nematic liquid cry

spectral, orientational order, and structural parameters, Syvitsk
Burnell, 144,58

Dimethyl sulfone
13C: simulations of chemical exchange lineshapes in CP/MAS spectra

Floquet theory and sparse matrix methods, Hazendonket al., 146,33
–isotactic poly(1-butene) mixture, pure-exchange solid-state NMR, de

vedo, Bonagamba, and Schmidt-Rohr,142,86
iphenylpicrylhydrazyl
high-gradient magnetic resonance force microscopy, Bloch equatio

Doughertyet al., 143,106
Dipolar contrast

for dense tissues imaging, Grenier, Pascui, and Briguet,147,353
Dipolar coupling

analytical polarization and coherence transfer functions for three d
coupled spins12, Luy and Glaser,142,280

13C–2D, measuring with universal REDOR dephasing curve, Gullion,146,
220

MAS NMR method for heteronuclear distances without irradiation of
ond spin: relaxation-induced dipolar exchange with recoup
Saalwächter and Schmidt-Rohr,145,161

multidimensional dipolar exchange-assisted recoupling measureme
solid-state NMR, Sachleben, Beverwyk, and Frydman,144,330

in multispin systems: compensated REDOR NMR applied to inorg
phosphates, Chan and Eckert,147,170

orientation-dependent19F, within trifluoromethyl group, static multipul
solid-state NMR, Grage and Ulrich,146,81

proton–proton, direct refinement against, in NMR structure determinat
macromolecules, Tjandra, Marquardt, and Clore,142,393

residual
magnetization transfer via, application to proton–proton correlatio

partially aligned proteins, Pellecchiaet al., 143,435
measurement: orientation of membrane protein in micelles for so

NMR by specific binding of lanthanide ions to added EF-hand, Ma
Opella,146,381

resolution of orientational ambiguities in protein structures from, varia
of molecular alignment as means of, Al-Hashimiet al., 143,402

Dipolar coupling spectroscopy (seeDCOSY)
ipolar field effects
suppression in high-resolution liquid NMR, MAS as tool for, Broekaeet

al., 145,259
ipolar interactions
homonuclear, magnetization transfer by, compound RFDR pulse seq

under MAS for, Fujiwara, Khandelwal, and Akutsu,145,73
in molecules aligned by strong AC electric fields, Peshkovsky and Mc

mott, 147,104
NMR spin echoes for molecular rotators with C3 symmetry, Sullivan an

Kisvarsanyi,145,18
role in relaxation of129Xe in water, Dimitrov, Reddy, and Leigh,145,302

ipolar recoupling
narrowband RF-driven, spinning-frequency-dependent, Goobes, Bo

and Vega,146,204
ipolar relaxation
decay of dipolar order in diamagnetic and paramagnetic proteins and p

gels, Danek and Bryant,143,35
ipolar shift correlation NMR
MAS double-quantum filtered dipolar shift correlation spectroscopy, H

drichs, Geen, and Titman,147,68
ipolar vector correlation
NH–NH, in peptides by solid-state NMR, Reifet al., 145,132
ipole–dipole interactions
between electron spins, dead-time-free measurements, Pannieret al., 142,

331
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392 CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
heteronuclear: compensated REDOR NMR applied to inorganic phosp
Chan and Eckert,147,170

Dipole–dipole relaxation
intermolecular, of129Xe dissolved in water, Dimitrov, Reddy, and Lei

145,302
irect-injection NMR
automated, sample analysis with, small-volume flow probe for, H

Llanos, and Mueller,143,69
isaccharide
conformation, modified GOESY in analysis of, Dixon, Widmalm, and B

147,266
istance measurements
internuclear, measurement in solid-state NMR by background-fil

REDOR experiment, Vogtet al., 147,26
spinning-frequency-dependent narrowband RF-driven dipolar recou

Goobes, Boender, and Vega,146,204
between unlike spins, without irradiation of second spin, MAS met

relaxation-induced dipolar exchange with recoupling, Saalwa¨chter and
Schmidt-Rohr,145,161

Distortion
and toroid cavity detectors for high-resolution NMR and rotating-fr

imaging, Momotet al., 142,348
DNA

–protein complex, time-shared X(v1)-half-filter for improved sensitivity i
subspectral editing, Andersson and Otting,144,168

sugar ring, proton–proton coupling constants in, measurement, Yanget al.,
146,260

ouble-cross polarization REDOR
measurement of internuclear distances in solid-state NMR, Vogtet al.,147,

26
ouble electron–electron resonance (seeDEER)
ouble-frequency sweeps
in half-integer quadrupolar spin systems, population and coherence tr

induced by, Iugaet al., 147,192
ouble-irradiation method
separation of quadrupolar and magnetic contributions to spin-lattice

ation in case of single isotope, Suteret al., 143,266
ouble-quantum coherence
efficient double-quantum excitation in rotational resonance NMR, Kar

et al., 145,95
intermolecular, numerical studies: NMR and MRI, Garrett-Roe and Wa

146,1
ouble-quantum coherence transfer
simultaneous spectral editing forg-aminobutyric acid and taurine using, L

and Peeling,143,95
spectral editing with, off-resonance effects of RF pulses used in, Le

Peeling,144,89
ouble-quantum filter
simultaneous spectral editing forg-aminobutyric acid and taurine using D

coherence transfer, Lei and Peeling,143,95
ouble-quantum filtered COSY (seeDQF-COSY)
ouble-quantum filtering
under rotational-resonance conditions, Dusold and Sebald,145,340
separation of ortho and para NMR signals in solid deuterium, Malmiet al.,

145,326
ouble resonance

1H–17O NQR double-resonance study of hydrogen disorder in 2-nitro-
zoic acid, Torkar, Zˇ agar, and Seliger,144,13

QF-COSY
determining phase cycles of minimum length: MakeCycle, Ollerenshaw

McClung,143,255
MAS double-quantum filtered dipolar shift correlation spectroscopy, H

drichs, Geen, and Titman,147,68
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ynamic nuclear polarization
1H, in supercritical ethylene at 1.4 T, Windet al., 143,233
high-frequency, in nuclear rotating frame, Farraret al., 144,134

Dynamics (see alsoMolecular dynamics; Spin dynamics)
backbone, rotational diffusion anisotropy, detection and quantification

NMR relaxation data, Bayesian statistical method, Andrecet al., 146,
66

chain, in solid polymers and blends, WIM/WISE NMR studies, Qiu
Mirau, 142,183

protein, measurements, TROSY-based NMR, Zhuet al., 143,423
segmental, pure-exchange solid-state NMR, deAzevedo, Bonagamb

Schmidt-Rohr,142,86
side chain of radical anions of ubiquinones, ENDOR spectroscopic

molecular orbital study, Lehtovuori and Joela,145,319
spins 3/2 in biological media, model, Hancu, van der Maarel, and B

147,179

E

Echo-detected EPR
pulsed EPR spin-probe study of intracellular glasses in seed and p

Buitink et al., 142,364
Echoes

mixed: NMR in inhomogeneous magnetic fields, Ba˜libanu et al., 145,246
multiple: two-pulse nutation echoes generated by gradients of RF amp

and main magnetic field, Ardelean, Scharfenecker, and Kimmich,144,
45

navigator, velocity compensation with, reduction of motion artifact
diffusion imaging using, Clark, Barker, and Tofts,142,358

refocused primary: zero dead time detection of electron spin echo en
modulation, Astashkin and Raitsimring,143,280

Echo-planar imaging
rapid acquisition transverse relaxometric imaging, Does and Gore,147,116

E.COSY
and 3hJ coupling between Ca and HN across hydrogen bonds in protei

Meissner and Sørensen,143,431
measurement of C9N and C9HN J-coupling constants across hydrogen bo

in proteins, Meissner and Sørensen,143,387
Eddy current compensation

in high-resolution diffusion imaging using radial turbo spin-echo sequ
Seifertet al., 144,243

Eddy current magnetic field
suppression, improved convection compensating PFGSE and stimu

echo methods for, Sørlandet al., 142,323
Efficiency of conversion

triple- to single-quantum coherences in MQMAS NMR, Pruski, Wie
and Amoureux,147,286

EF-hand
added, specific binding of lanthanide ions to, and orientation of mem

protein in micelles for solution NMR, Ma and Opella,146,381
Elastomers

one-dimensional imaging with palm-size probe, Prado, Blu¨mich, and
Schmitz,144,200

Electric fields
molecular motion in polar organic solvent induced by, MRI, Riley

Augustine,144,288
PFG NMR measurement of anisotropic diffusion in nematic liquid cry

Holsteinet al., 143,427
strong AC, molecules aligned by, dipolar interactions in, Peshkovsk

McDermott,147,104
Electroconvection

in polar organic solvent, magnetic resonance imaging, Riley and Augu
144,288

Electronic notebook
development and use of virtual NMR facility, Keatinget al., 143,172
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393CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
Electron nuclear quadruple resonance
for assignment of overlapping spectra, Bowman and Tyryshkin,144,74

Electron paramagnetic resonance (seeEPR)
lectron spin echo
entire signal shape, ESEEM measurements with time-resolved detect

Astashkin, Kozlyuk, and Raitsimring,145,357
multiphoton resonances in pulsed EPR, Gromov and Schweiger,146,110

lectron spin echo envelope modulation (seeESEEM)
lectron spin resonance (seeEPR)
lectron spins
dipole–dipole interactions between, dead-time-free measurements o

nier et al., 142,331
lectrophoretic NMR
three-dimensional electrophoretic NMR COSY, Heet al., 147,361

NDOR
electron nuclear quadruple resonance method based on, for assignm

overlapping spectra, Bowman and Tyryshkin,144,74
spectroscopic and molecular orbital study of dynamics of side cha

radical anions of ubiquinones, Lehtovuori and Joela,145,319
two-dimensional ENDOR-ESEEM correlation spectroscopy, Baret al.,145,

115
two-dimensional pulsed TRIPLE at 95 GHz, Epel and Goldfarb,146,196

NDOR-induced EPR
dynamics of side chain of radical anions of ubiquinones, Lehtovuor

Joela,145,319
PI
rapid acquisition transverse relaxometric imaging, Does and Gore,147,116

PR (see alsoPulsed EPR)
absorption, first-harmonic out-of-phase signals, spin relaxation me

ments using, rotational motion effects, Livshits and Marsh,145,84
analysis of thermally excited multiplet states in macerals separated

bituminous coal, Wie˛ckowski et al., 145,62
Bloch equations in high-gradient magnetic resonance force micros

Doughertyet al., 143,106
dead-time-free measurements of dipole–dipole interactions between

tron spins, Pannieret al., 142,331
echo-detected, pulsed EPR spin-probe study of intracellular glasses

and pollen, Buitinket al., 142,364
ENDOR-induced, and dynamics of side chain of radical anions of ub

nones, Lehtovuori and Joela,145,319
field-cycling, detection of anisotropic hyperfine transitions in zero mag

field, Sturmet al., 142,139
high-field, spin-labeled lipids in membranes, simulation studies, Liv

and Marsh,147,59
high-field multifrequency

molecular oxygen in solid air, Pardiet al., 146,375
using whispering gallery dielectric resonators, Anninoet al., 143,88

high-field pulsed, 2D pulsed TRIPLE at 95 GHz, Epel and Goldfarb,146,
196

identification of joining fragments of antique marbles, Attanasio and
tania,144,322

in vivo
L-band, electronically tunable surface-coil-type resonator for, Hi

Walczak, and Swartz,142,159
time-domain RF EPR imaging of biological objects, parallel coil res

tors for, Devasahayamet al., 142,168
lines arising from species with different transition moments, approa

separating, Hofbauer and Bittl,147,226
MAS, instrumentation, performance, and limitations, Hessingeret al., 147,

217
method for quantitation of spin concentration, application to methemog

and metmyoglobin, Svistunenkoet al., 142,266
quantitative, radial and longitudinal effect in double TE104 and single TE102

rectangular cavity, Mazu´r, Valko, and Morris,142,37
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quasioptical, Jones matrix formalism for, Budilet al., 144,20
spectral simulation of nitroxides, characterization of biological membr

Štrancar, Sˇentjurc, and Schara,142,254
PR imaging
radiofrequency time-domain, biological objects, parallel coil resonator

Devasahayamet al., 142,168
using magnetic-field-gradient spinning, Ohno and Watanabe,143,274

EPR resonator
dielectric resonator-based side-access, for muscle fiber EPR, Sienkiewiczet

al., 143,144
L-band crossed-loop, Rinard, Quine, and Eaton,144,85

Ernst model
and one-pulse experiment with chemical exchange, Spencer and Fis

142,120
Error estimation

Cramér-Rao bound expressions for parametric estimation of overlap
peaks, Cavassilaet al., 143,311

Errors
Gaussian error propagation in spectral estimation of NMR relaxation,

gler and Cushley,145,209
in measurement of cross-correlated relaxation rate, and avoidance o

lomagno and Griesinger,144,280
systematic data errors in uniform penalty inversion of multiexpone

decay data, Borgia, Brown, and Fantazzini,147,273
Erythrocytes

alignment in magnetic field of NMR spectrometer, evidence base
diffusion tensor of water, Kuchelet al., 145,291

ESEEM
measurements with time-resolved detection of entire ESE signal s

Astashkin, Kozlyuk, and Raitsimring,145,357
two-dimensional ENDOR-ESEEM correlation spectroscopy, Baret al.,145,

115
zero dead time detection: refocused primary echo, Astashkin and Ra

ring, 143,280
ESR (seeEPR)
Ethylene

supercritical,1H dynamic nuclear polarization at 1.4 T, Windet al.,143,233
thylmalonic acid
deuterium–carbon REDOR NMR spectroscopy, Sack and Vega,145,52

xchange NMR
15N, for unambiguous assignment of1HN/15N resonances of proteins

complexes in slow chemical exchange with free form, Vialle-Print
van Heijenoort, and Guittet,142,276

pure-exchange solid-state NMR, deAzevedo, Bonagamba, and Sc
Rohr,142,86

Exchange spectroscopy
correlations of position, velocity, and acceleration in fluid transport, 2D

NMR for, Han, Stapf, and Blu¨mich, 146,169
Excitation (see alsoSelective excitation)

constant tip angle, weighted averaging of signals acquired with, vo
selective detection by, Sersˇa and Macura,143,208

RF, signal loss during, in TQ-filtered sodium MRI: model for dynamic
spins 3/2 in biological media, Hancu, van der Maarel, and Boada147,
179

2D-selective RF, gradient-echo line scan imaging using, Finsterbusc
Frahm,147,17

Excitation bandwidth
broadband echo sequence singp composite pulse for pure NQR of spinI 5

3
2 powder sample, Odin,143,299

Excitation sculpting
extension to selective excitation, Roumestand and Canet,147,331
in-phase selective excitation of overlapping multiplets, Harris, Lowe,

Norwood,142,389
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Explosives detection
using nuclear quadrupole resonance: modification of receiver ope

characteristics using feedback, Blauch, Schiano, and Ginsberg144,
305

F

19F
13C–{19F} PGSE NMR diffusion measurements in liquid crystals

solids, Dvinskikh, Sitnikov, and Furo´, 142,102
H2

18O solvent-induced isotope shift in19F NMR, Arnold and Fisher,142,1
lyotropic liquid crystal

cross-relaxation effects in stimulated-echo-type PGSE NMR, Dvins
and Furo´, 146,283

PGSE NMR with homonuclear dipolar decoupling, Dvinskikh and F´,
144,142

orientation-dependent dipolar couplings, within trifluoromethyl group, s
multipulse solid-state NMR, Grage and Ulrich,146,81

Fast imaging
rapid acquisition transverse relaxometric imaging, Does and Gore,147,116

Feedback control
modification of receiver operating characteristics: detection of nuclea

onance signals, Blauch, Schiano, and Ginsberg,144,305
Ferrocene

molecular motion in solid state, characterization by13C spin-lattice relax-
ation times, Varner, Vold, and Hoatson,142,229

Field-cycling EPR
detection of anisotropic hyperfine transitions in zero magnetic field, S

et al., 142,139
Field profiling

and heteronuclear method, calibration of stray field gradient by, Pre
Kinchesh, and Randall,146,359

Filter
double-cross polarization, with REDOR, measurement of internuclea

tances in solid-state NMR using, Vogtet al., 147,26
double-quantum, simultaneous spectral editing forg-aminobutyric acid an

taurine using DQ coherence transfer, Lei and Peeling,143,95
FIR, in frequency-selective quantitation of biomedical MRS data,

hammeet al., 143,1
single-quantum coherence, for strongly coupled spin systems for loc

1H NMR spectroscopy, Trabesinger, Mueller, and Boesiger,145,237
spin-state-selective, protein backbone anglec determination with TROSY

baseda/b-HN(CO)CA-J experiment, Permi, Kilpela¨inen, and Annila
146,255

time-shared X(v1)-half-filter for improved sensitivity in subspectral editin
Andersson and Otting,144,168

Filter diagonalization method
multidimensional

application to 2D projections of 2D, 3D, and 4D NMR experiments
et al., 144,357

theory and numerical implementation, Mandelshtam,144,343
two-dimensional, regularization: FDM2K, Chen, Mandelshtam, and S

146,363
Filtered back-projection

comparison of 3D pulsed ESR Fourier imaging with, Feintuchet al., 142,
382

iltering
double-quantum

under rotational-resonance conditions, Dusold and Sebald,145,340
separation of ortho and para NMR signals in solid deuterium, Malmet

al., 145,326
double-quantum filtered COSY (seeDQF-COSY)
23Na multiple-quantum-filtered NMR, time-domain quantification us

continuous wavelet transform analysis, Serraiet al., 142,341
ng

h

c

s-

m

n,

is-

-

ed

a,

nonlinear adaptive, identification of NMR spin systems by, Asfour, Ra
and Fournier,145,37

inite-difference approach
for high-precision analysis of rotating-frame diffusion images, Woelket al.,

145,276
inite pulse effects
and recoupling of heteronuclear dipolar interactions with rotational-

double-resonance at high MAS frequencies, Jaroniecet al., 146,132
IR filter
in frequency-selective quantitation of biomedical MRS data, Vanhamet

al., 143,1
LASH
3D, in MRI of coronary arteries and heart valves in living mouse, Ruffet al.,

146,290
lavodoxin

13C, 15N-labeled,3JN,Cg and 3JC9,Cg coupling constants of aromatic residu
measurement, Lo¨hr and Ru¨terjans,146,126

lexible molecules
dissolved in liquid-crystalline phases, automatic analysis of NMR sp

Castiglioneet al., 142,216
loquet theory
multiphoton resonances in pulsed EPR, Gromov and Schweiger,146,110
and sparse matrix methods, simulations of chemical exchange linesha

CP/MAS spectra using, Hazendonket al., 146,33
Flow

granular, application of correlation time and diffusion coefficient imag
Caprihan and Seymour,144,96

liquid and gas, in monolithic catalysts, thermally polarized1H NMR micro-
imaging, Koptyuget al., 147,36

thermal convection currents in NMR, Jerschow,145,125
Flow probe

small-volume, for automated direct-injection NMR analysis, Haner, Lla
and Mueller,143,69

Flufenamic acid
orientation-dependent19F dipolar couplings within trifluoromethyl grou

static multipulse solid-state NMR, Grage and Ulrich,146,81
Fluid transport

2D PFG NMR for encoding correlations of position, velocity, and acc
ation in, Han, Stapf, and Blu¨mich, 146,169

Fluorine compounds
19F NMR, H2

18O solvent-induced isotope shift in, Arnold and Fisher,142,1
MRI (seeMagnetic resonance imaging, fMRI)
-Formyl-L-Met-L-Leu-L-Phe
NH–NH vector correlation by solid-state NMR, Reifet al., 145,132

Fourier imaging
three-dimensional pulsed ESR using, Feintuchet al., 142,382

Fourier transform NMR spectra
improved baseline recognition and modeling, Golotvin and Williams,146,

122
Fragment assembly

ESR identification of joining fragments of antique marbles, Attanasio
Platania,144,322

Frequency-selective quantitation
biomedical MRS data, Vanhammeet al., 143,1

Frequency shifts
in large spectral data sets, automatic correction, Witjeset al., 144,35

Functional MRI (seeMagnetic resonance imaging, fMRI)

G

Gabor transform
water peak suppression using, comparison with wavelet approach, An

Coron, and Dereppe,144,189
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Gas
flow in monolithic catalysts, thermally polarized1H NMR microimaging

Koptyug et al., 147,36
Gaussian Delphic potentials

refinement of protein NMR structures against torsion angle potentia
mean force, Kuszewski and Clore,146,249

Gaussian error propagation
in spectral estimation of NMR relaxation, Naugler and Cushley,145,209

Gelation factor
segment 4, separation of anisotropy and exchange broadening usi15N

CSA–15N–1H dipole–dipole relaxation cross-correlation experime
Renner and Holak,145,192

eneral object
spin-12 coupled to, coherent cross polarization theory for, Magusin

Veeman,143,243
eometry
ligand–protein complexes, determination, molecular symmetry as a

Al-Hashimi, Bolon, and Prestegard,142,153
GHMBC

determining phase cycles of minimum length: MakeCycle, Ollerenshaw
McClung,143,255

Glasses
intracellular, in seed and pollen, pulsed EPR study, Buitinket al.,142,364
lassy solvents
high-spin Fe(III) complexes in, electron spin–lattice relaxation rate

temperatures between 6 and 298 K, Zhouet al., 144,115
Globular proteins

NMR relaxation, prediction from atomic-level structures and hydrodyn
calculations: HYDRONMR, Garcı´a de la Torre, Huertas, and Carras
147,138

Glucose infusion
peak assignments ofin vivo 13C MRS at 1.5 T after, Blu¨ml et al., 143,292
lycine
[13C2]glycine, rotational resonance NMR of spinning single crystal, co-

ence transfer signals in, Antzutkin and Levitt,147,147
13C, 15N-labeled, measurement of internuclear distances in solid-state

by background-filtered REDOR experiment, Vogtet al., 147,26
13C–15N spin systems, recoupling of heteronuclear dipolar interactions

rotational-echo double-resonance at high MAS frequencies, Jaronet
al., 146,132

GOESY
modified, in analysis of disaccharide conformation, Dixon, Widmalm,

Bull, 147,266
Gradient calibration

stray field, by heteronuclear method and field profiling, Preston, Kinc
and Randall,146,359

Gradient compensation
vs thin sections, for reducing inhomogeneity artifacts in fMRI of b

activation, Merboldt, Finsterbusch, and Frahm,145,184
Gradient-echo line scan imaging

using 2D-selective RF excitation, Finsterbusch and Frahm,147,17
Gradient-echo sequences

2D and 3D, in MRI of coronary arteries and heart valves in living mo
Ruff et al., 146,290

Gradient-enhanced heteronuclear correlation (seeGHMBC)
Gradient pulses

bipolar and monopolar, cross-relaxation effects in stimulated-echo
PGSE NMR experiments by, Dvinskikh and Furo´, 146,283

Gramicidin S
in-phase selective excitation of overlapping multiplets, Harris, Lowe,

Norwood,142,389
Granular flows

application of correlation time and diffusion coefficient imaging, Capr
and Seymour,144,96
of

,

d

n,

d

t

c

R

h

d

h,

,

e

d

H

1H
carbon-proton dipolar decoupling in REDOR, Mehtaet al., 145,156
Cu21-dopedL-histidine,1H–1H and1H–14N/35Cl spectra, 2D pulsed TRIPL

at 95 GHz, Epel and Goldfarb,146,196
shielding tensors in nucleic acid base pairs, hydrogen bonding e

Czernek, Fiala, and Sklena´ř, 145,142
2H

13C–2H heteronuclear distances ind3-methylmalonic acid, MAS NMR de-
termination without irradiation of second spin: RIDER, Saalwa¨chter
and Schmidt-Rohr,145,161

efficient deuterium–carbon REDOR NMR spectroscopy, Sack and
145,52

powder NMR lineshapes, dip in, Westlund,145,364
solid, ortho and para NMR signals, separation via DQ filtering, Malmiet al.,

145,326
spin–lattice relaxation, and quadrupolar coupling constants, in isotop

labeled saccharides, Bose-Basuet al., 144,207
T1Z and T1Q anisotropies, and13C MAS T1Z, characterization of molecul

motion in solid state by, Varner, Vold, and Hoatson,142,229
Hartmann–Hahn transfer

analytical polarization and coherence transfer functions for three d
coupled spins12, Luy and Glaser,142,280

broadband HEHAHA sequences with short cycle times, Luy and G
142,369

CACO
sensitivity enhancement using HMQC magnetization transfer scheme,et

al., 143,407
CCH correlation
three-dimensional protein NMR TROSY-type, diagonal peak suppre

in, Meissner and Sørensen,144,171
CCH3-TOCSY
3D, for resonance assignment of methyl-containing side chains in13C-

labeled proteins, Uhrı´n et al., 142,288
HCN–CCH–COSY

sensitivity-enhanced MQ, pulse schemes for13C, 15N-labeled RNA oligo-
nucleotides, Hu, Jiang, and Gosser,145,147

HCN–CCH–TOCSY
sensitivity-enhanced MQ, pulse schemes for13C, 15N-labeled RNA oligo-

nucleotides, Hu, Jiang, and Gosser,145,147
Heart

coronary arteries and heart valves, MRI in living mouse, Ruffet al., 146,
290

isolated infarcted, 3D13C-spectroscopic imaging (rat), Weidensteineret al.,
143,17

EHAHA
broadband, sequences with short cycle times, Luy and Glaser,142,369
elical wheels
membrane protein, imaging, Wanget al., 144,162
solid-state NMR index of helical membrane protein structure and topo

Marassi and Opella,144,150
Heme proteins

protein hydration and location of water molecules in oxidized horse
cytochromec, 1H NMR study, Bertiniet al., 147,1

Heme species
quantitation in methemoglobin and metmyoglobin by EPR method,

tunenkoet al., 142,266
Heterocyclic ring chemicals

evaluation of contrast agents for MRI based on proton chemical exch
dependent saturation transfer, Ward, Aletras, and Balaban,143,79

eterogeneous materials
diffusion measurements at long observation times in presence of sp

variable internal magnetic field gradients, Selandet al., 146,14
turbo spin-echo single-point imaging, Beyeaet al., 144,255
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396 CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
Heteronuclear active-coupling-pattern-tilting spectroscopy
sensitivity improvement and acquisition scheme, Koz´miński and Nanz,142,

294
Heteronuclear correlation

single-quantum (seeHSQC)
eteronuclear dipolar coupling
sideband patterns from rotor-encoded longitudinal magnetization in

recoupling experiments, De Paulet al., 146,140
Heteronuclear dipolar decoupling

13C PGSE NMR experiment with, diffusion measurements in liquid cry
and solids, Dvinskikh, Sitnikov, and Furo´, 142,102

eteronuclear dipolar recoupling
with rotational-echo double-resonance at high MAS frequencies, Jaronet

al., 146,132
eteronuclear dipole–dipole interaction
compensated REDOR NMR applied to inorganic phosphates, Cha

Eckert,147,170
eteronuclear experiment
and field profiling, calibration of stray field gradient by, Preston, Kinch

and Randall,146,359
eteronuclear local field NMR spectroscopy
under fast MAS conditions, McElheny, De Vita, and Frydman,143,321
eteronuclear three-dimensional NMR

15N exchange, for unambiguous assignment of1HN/15N resonances of pr-
teins in complexes in slow chemical exchange with free form, Vi
Printems, van Heijenoort, and Guittet,142,276

FeCo3(CO)11PPh2H
tetrahedral cluster,59Co in, application of 2D COSY forS57/2 spins

Kempgenset al., 142,64
High-field EPR

multifrequency EPR spectra of molecular oxygen in solid air, Pardiet al.,
146,375

spin-labeled lipids in membranes, simulation studies, Livshits and M
147,59

High-field pulsed EPR
2D pulsed TRIPLE at 95 GHz, Epel and Goldfarb,146,196

High gradient
magnetic resonance force microscopy, Bloch equations in, Doughertyet al.,

143,106
High magnetic field

multifrequency EPR spectroscopy, using whispering gallery dielectric
onators, Anninoet al., 143,88

High-resolution diffusion imaging
using radial turbo spin-echo sequence, Seifertet al., 144,243

High-resolution liquid NMR
MAS as tool for suppressing dipolar field effects, Broeckaertet al.,145,259

High-resolution NMR
in inhomogenous fields: numerical studies of intermolecular multiple-q

tum coherences, Garrett-Roe and Warren,146,1
partially orientedortho and metabenzenes codissolved in nematic liq

crystals, Syvitski and Burnell,144,58
and rotating-frame imaging, toroid cavity detectors for, Momotet al., 142,

348
High-resolution solid-state NMR

MAS EPR: instrumentation, performance, and limitations, Hessingeret al.,
147,217

sample restriction using magnetic field gradients, Charmontet al.,145,334
High RF power

NMR probe, for low-temperature studies, Damyanovich, Peternelj,
Pintar,144,1

High-spin systems
generalization of slow-motion theory of nuclear spin relaxation in para

netic low-symmetry complexes to, Nilsson and Kowalewski,146,345
S

s

nd

,

-

h,

s-

n-

d

g-

High-throughput screening
small-volume flow probe for automated direct-injection NMR analy

Haner, Llanos, and Mueller,143,69
Hippocampus

activation, test of method for reducing inhomogeneity artifacts in fMR
brain activation, Merboldt, Finsterbusch, and Frahm,145,184

L-Histidine
Cu21-doped, 2D pulsed TRIPLE at 95 GHz, Epel and Goldfarb,146,196

HMBC
2J,3J-HMBC: long-range heteronuclear shift correlation technique, K-

namurthyet al., 146,232
HMQC

J-multiplied, for measuring3JHNHa coupling constants, Xiaet al., 146,228
magnetization transfer scheme, sensitivity enhancement of HCACO

Xia et al., 143,407
HNCA1 experiment

sensitivity gain by simultaneous acquisition of two coherence pathw
Salzmannet al., 143,223

a/b-HN(CO)CA-J
TROSY-based experiment, determination of backbone anglec in proteins

Permi, Kilpeläinen, and Annila,146,255
omomultimer
a-methyl mannose bound to mannose-binding protein complex, geo

determination using symmetry, Al-Hashimi, Bolon, and Preste
142,153

Homonuclear dipolar decoupling
PGSE NMR with, Dvinskikh and Furo´, 144,142

omonuclear dipolar interaction
under MAS conditions, magnetization transfer by, compound RFDR

sequences for, Fujiwara, Khandelwal, and Akutsu,145,73
orientation-dependent19F dipolar couplings within trifluoromethyl grou

static multipulse solid-state NMR, Grage and Ulrich,146,81
HSQC

application of multidimensional filter diagonalization method, Huet al.,
144,357

HSQC-HECADE sequence, sensitivity improvement and acquis
scheme of heteronuclear ACT spectroscopy, Koz´miński and Nanz,142,
294

semi-constant-time HMSQC for measurement of3JHNHa couplings in15N-
labeled proteins, Aitio and Permi,143,391

Hydration properties
oxidized horse heart cytochromec, 1H NMR study, Bertiniet al., 147,1

Hydrodynamics
in prediction of NMR relaxation of globular proteins, computer prog

HYDRONMR, Garcı´a de la Torre, Huertas, and Carrasco,147,138
ydrogen bonding effects
on 15N and 1H shielding tensors in nucleic acid base pairs, Czernek, F

and Sklena´ř, 145,142
ydrogen bonds

1H–17O NQR double-resonance study of hydrogen disorder in 2-nitro-
zoic acid, Torkar, Zˇ agar, and Seliger,144,13

internucleotidehJHN couplings, determination by modified 2DJNN-correlated
[15N, 1H] TROSY, Yanet al., 147,357

in proteins
3hJ coupling between Ca and HN across, Meissner and Sørensen,143,431
techniques for measurement of C9N and C9HN J-coupling constan

across, Meissner and Sørensen,143,387
Hydrogen–deuterium amide exchange

in complex membrane proteins, NMR-based measurements, Czerski,
gradova, and Sanders,142,111

Hydrogen disorder
in 2-nitrobenzoic acid,1H–17O NQR double-resonance study, Torkar, Zˇ agar

and Seliger,144,13
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397CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
HYDRONMR
prediction of NMR relaxation of globular proteins from atomic-level st

tures and hydrodynamic calculations, Garcı´a de la Torre, Huertas, a
Carrasco,147,138

ydrophobic peptide
in oriented membranes, REDOR NMR on, Middletonet al., 147,366

Hydroxybutyric acid
doubly 13C-labeled, spinning-frequency-dependent narrowband RF-d

dipolar recoupling, Goobes, Boender, and Vega,146,204
Hyperfine sublevel correlation spectroscopy (seeHYSCORE spectra)
Hyperfine transitions

anisotropic, detection in zero magnetic field using field-cycling techni
Sturmet al., 142,139

Hyperpolarized129Xe
continuously flowing, chemical-shift imaging with, for characterizatio

materials, Moudrakovskiet al., 144,372
ypoxia
effect on total choline levels in bioartificial pancreas,1H NMR studies, Long

et al., 146,49
YSCORE spectra
S 5 1/2, I 5 1/2 spin systems, intensity of cross-peaks in, Dika

Tyryshkin, and Bowman,144,228

I

Ice
salt water, pore structure and anisotropic self-diffusion in, NMR chara

ization, Menzelet al., 143,376
Imaging

burst, rotation artifacts in, Wheeler-Kingshott, Cre´millieux, and Doran,143,
161

diffusion-weighted, of bacterial colonies in STRAFI plane, Carlton, H
and Strange,143,24

gradient-echo line scan, using 2D-selective RF excitation, Finsterbusc
Frahm,147,17

1H spectroscopic U-FLARE, fast variant using adjusted chemical shift p
encoding, Ebel, Dreher, and Leibfritz,142,241

microscopic displacement, with pulsed-field-gradient turbo spin-echo N
Scheenenet al., 142,207

17O-decoupled1H, with surface coil: STEAM decoupling, Charagundlaet
al., 143,39

rotating-frame, and high-resolution NMR, toroid cavity detectors for,
mot et al., 142,348

single-coil surface, using RF field gradient, Barilet al., 146,223
spin-lock adiabatic field cycling, low-frequency molecular dynamics stu

by, Anoardo, Hauser, and Kimmich,142,372
thermally polarized1H NMR microimaging of liquid and gas flow

monolithic catalysts, Koptyuget al., 147,36
time-domain RF EPR, of biological objects, parallel coil resonators

Devasahayamet al., 142,168
Impedance matching

method for measuring Q value of NMR sample coil based on, Jiang142,
386

Indirect detection
with high-speed MAS, sensitivity enhancement in solid-state15N NMR by,

Ishii and Tycko,142,199
NEPT

determining phase cycles of minimum length: MakeCycle, Ollerenshaw
McClung,143,255

polarization transfer in lipid membranes, Warschawski and Devaux,145,
367

nhomogeneity artifacts
reducing in functional MRI of human brain activation, Merboldt, Fins

busch, and Frahm,145,184
n

s,

f
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r-

,

nd
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,

-

d

r,

d

nhomogeneous fields
grossly inhomogeneousB0 andB1, spin dynamics of CPMG-like sequenc

in, and application to NMR well logging, Hu¨rlimann and Griffin,143,
120

high-resolution NMR: numerical studies of intermolecular multiple-q
tum coherences, Garrett-Roe and Warren,146,1

relaxation of nuclear magnetization in nonuniform magnetic field gra
and restricted geometry, Zielinski and Sen,147,95

Inhomogeneous magnetic fields
nuclear magnetic resonance in, Ba˜libanu et al., 145,246

In-phase editing
selective excitation of overlapping multiplets, Harris, Lowe, and Norw

142,389
Insensitive nuclei enhanced by polarization transfer (seeINEPT)
ntegrated microscope

confocal and magnetic resonance, for cellular research, Windet al.,147,371
ntensity

cross-peak, in HYSCORE spectra ofS 5 1/2, I 5 1/2 spin system
Dikanov, Tyryshkin, and Bowman,144,228

Intermolecular multiple-quantum coherences
numerical studies: NMR and MRI, Garrett-Roe and Warren,146,1

Internal magnetic field
pore size determination using, Song,143,397

Internal magnetic field gradients
spatially variable, diffusion measurements at long observation tim

presence of, Selandet al., 146,14
Internal motions

peptide, on nanosecond time scale, derived from direct fitting of13C and15N
NMR spectral density maps, Mayoet al., 146,188

Internuclear distance
in solid-state NMR, measurement by background-filtered REDOR ex

ment, Vogtet al., 147,26
Inversion

UPEN: data spacing,T2 data, systematic data errors, and diagnostics,-
gia, Brown, and Fantazzini,147,273

In vivo EPR
L-band, electronically tunable surface-coil-type resonator for, Hirata,

czak, and Swartz,142,159
time-domain RF EPR imaging of biological objects, parallel coil reson

for, Devasahayamet al., 142,168
In vivo MRI

coronary arteries and heart valves in mouse, Ruffet al., 146,290
In vivo NMR

large spectral data sets, automatic correction for phase and frequenc
and lineshape distortions across series of single resonance lines,
et al., 144,35

Iron(III) complexes
high-spin, in glassy solvents at temperatures between 6 and 298 K, e

spin–lattice relaxation rates for, Zhouet al., 144,115
Iron porphyrins

high-spin iron(III) complexes in glassy solvents at temperatures betw
and 298 K,T1 rates, Zhouet al., 144,115

Iron(III) species
paramagnetic effects on nuclear magnetic relaxation of fluid proto

porous media, Bryar, Daughney, and Knight,142,74
Isotope shift

H2
18O solvent-induced, in19F NMR, Arnold and Fisher,142,1

Isotropic mixing magnetization transfer profiles
in three-spin topologies, analysis and prediction, Sahu,147,121

IS spin system
J-coupled spin evolution during RF irradiation of one spin, vector

quantum representations, Bendall and Skinner,143,329
2J,3J-HMBC technique differentiating2JCH from 3JCH correlations to proton-

ated carbons, Krishnamurthyet al., 146,232
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398 CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
Iterative fitting
procedure for determination of longitudinal NMR cross-correlation r

Wang, Kurochkin, and Zuiderweg,144,175

J

J coupling
C9N and C9HN, techniques for measurement across hydrogen bon

proteins, Meissner and Sørensen,143,387
determination in peptide: application of heteronuclear ACT spectros

Koźmiński and Nanz,142,294
3hJ coupling between Ca and HN across hydrogen bonds in proteins, Me-

ner and Sørensen,143,431
hJHN, internucleotide, determination by modified 2DJNN-correlated [15N, 1H]

TROSY, Yanet al., 147,357
3JHNHa couplings in15N-labeled proteins, semi-constant-time HMSQC

measurement of, Aitio and Permi,143,391
3JN,Cg and3JC9,Cg, of aromatic residues in13C, 15N-labeled proteins, measu-

ment, Löhr and Ru¨terjans,146,126
3J,3J-HMBC technique differentiating2JCH from 3JCH correlations to proton-

ated carbons, Krishnamurthyet al., 146,232
multiple-quantumJ-resolved NMR spectroscopy: measurement of MQ

laxation rates and relative signs of spin coupling constants, Liu
Zhang,146,277

nuclear quadrupolar, in isotopically labeled saccharides,2H T1 and, Bose
Basuet al., 144,207

proton detection of carbon–carbon spin coupling constants in symm
molecules, Berger,142,136

proton–proton, in DNA sugar ring, measurement, Yanget al., 146,260
spin evolution in IS spin system during RF irradiation of one spin, ve

and quantum representations, Bendall and Skinner,143,329
TROSY-baseda/b-HN(CO)CA-J experiment, determination of backbo

anglec in proteins, Permi, Kilpela¨inen, and Annila,146,255
J coupling constants

L-aspartic acid and 4,9-dioxa-1,12-dodecanediamine, concurrent with
taneous 3D electrophoretic NMR COSY spectra, Heet al., 147,361

3JHNHa, J-multiplied HMQC experiment for measuring, Xiaet al., 146,228
JNN-correlated [15N, 1H] TROSY

modified 2D, determination of internucleotidehJHN couplings by, Yanet al.,
147,357

2J,3J-HMBC
long-range heteronuclear shift correlation technique differentiating2JCH

from 3JCH correlations, Krishnamurthyet al., 146,232
Jones matrix formalism

for quasioptical EPR, Budilet al., 144,20
J-resolvedG experiment

avoiding cross-correlated relaxation rate measurement errors, Carlo
and Griesinger,144,280

K

k-space analysis
MR tagging, Kerwin and Prince,142,313

L

Lactate
spectral editing with DQ coherence transfer, off-resonance effects

pulses used in, Lei and Peeling,144,89
Lanthanide ions

specific binding to added EF-hand and orientation of membrane prot
micelles for solution NMR, Ma and Opella,146,381

aser-polarized xenon (seeHyperpolarized129Xe)
,

in

y,

-
d

al

r

ul-

no

F

in

ead nitrate
thermometer for nonspinning solid-state NMR spectroscopy, Beckman

Dybowski,146,379
ead zirconate

207Pb NMR, with multiple-rotor-cycle 2D PASS sequences, Vogtet al.,143,
153

eukocytes
membranes, EPR spectral simulation of nitroxides, Sˇ trancar, Sˇentjurc, and

Schara,142,254
Librational motion

pulsed EPR study of intracellular glasses in seed and pollen, Buitinket al.,
142,364

Ligand–protein complexes
geometry determination, molecular symmetry as aid in, Al-Hashimi, B

and Prestegard,142,153
Line narrowing

spin dynamics of PISEMA in multiple spin systems, Gan,143,136
ine scan imaging
gradient-echo, using 2D-selective RF excitation, Finsterbusch and F

147,17
ineshape distortions
across series of single resonance lines, in large spectral data sets, au

correction, Witjeset al., 144,35
Lineshapes

chemical exchange, simulations in CP/MAS spectra using Floquet t
and sparse matrix methods, Hazendonket al., 146,33

cross polarization spectra influenced by slow molecular tumbling, ca
tion, Mayer,145,216

phase correction independent of: phase angle measurement from pea
Džakula,146,20

powder deuterium NMR, dip in, Westlund,145,364
Lipid bilayers

magnetically oriented, pegylation, King, Parker, and Howard,142,177
oriented, uniformly15N-labeled helical membrane proteins in, 3D solid-s

NMR resolution of resonances of in-plane residues, Marassiet al.,144,
156

Lipid membranes
polarization transfer in, Warschawski and Devaux,145,367

Lipids
spin-labeled, in membranes, simulation studies of high-field EPR sp

Livshits and Marsh,147,59
Liposomes

EPR spectral simulation of nitroxides, Sˇ trancar, Sˇentjurc, and Schara,142,
254

Liquid
flow in monolithic catalysts, thermally polarized1H NMR microimaging

Koptyug et al., 147,36
Liquid-crystalline phases

flexible molecules dissolved in, automatic analysis of NMR spectra,
tiglione et al., 142,216

Liquid crystals
diffusion in, 13C PGSE NMR with heteronuclear dipolar decoupling, D-

skikh, Sitnikov, and Furo´, 142,102
improved broadband decoupling sequence for, Fung, Khitrin, and Erm

142,97
lyotropic, 19F PGSE NMR

cross-relaxation effects, Dvinskikh and Furo´, 146,283
with homonuclear dipolar decoupling, Dvinskikh and Furo´, 144,142

nematic
anisotropic diffusion, electric field PFG NMR, Holsteinet al., 143,427
partially orientedortho andmetabenzenes codissolved in, spectral,

entational order, and structural parameters, Syvitski and Burnell144,
58
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399CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
Liquid NMR
high-resolution, MAS as tool for suppressing dipolar field effects, Bro

aertet al., 145,259
Localized spectroscopy

NMR, use of nutation spin echo, Ardelean, Kimmich, and Klemm,146,43
Longitudinal effect

and radial effect, in double TE104 and single TE102 rectangular cavity, Mazu´r,
Valko, and Morris,142,37

ongitudinal magnetization
rotor-encoded, in MAS recoupling experiments, sideband patterns fro

Paulet al., 146,140
ongitudinal multiple-quantum modes
for quantifying cross correlations in longitudinal relaxation of stron

coupled spins, Dorai and Kumar,145,8
ong-range heteronuclear shift correlation

2J,3J-HMBC: differentiation of 2JCH from 3JCH correlations to protonate
carbons, Krishnamurthyet al., 146,232

Low-temperature studies
high-power NMR probe for, Damyanovich, Peternelj, and Pintar,144,1

M

Macerals
separated from bituminous coal, thermally excited multiplet states in, W˛c-

kowski et al., 145,62
Macromolecules

NMR structure determination, direct refinement against1H–1H dipolar cou-
plings in, Tjandra, Marquardt, and Clore,142,393

rotational diffusion anisotropy, detection and quantification from N
relaxation data, Bayesian statistical method, Andrecet al., 146,66

Magainin
uniformly 15N-labeled, in oriented lipid bilayers, 3D solid-state NMR r-

olution of resonances of in-plane residues, Marassiet al., 144,156
agic-angle oriented sample spinning
REDOR NMR on hydrophobic peptide in oriented membranes, Middletet

al., 147,366
agic-angle spinning
compound RFDR pulse sequences for magnetization transfer by

nuclear dipolar interaction under, Fujiwara, Khandelwal, and Ak
145,73

CP-MAS (seeCross polarization–magic-angle spinning)
double-quantum filtration under rotational-resonance conditions, D

and Sebald,145,340
efficient double-quantum excitation in, rotational resonance appr

Karlssonet al., 145,95
fast

analysis of multiple-pulse techniques under conditions of, Filip
Hafner,147,250

heteronuclear local field NMR spectroscopy under conditions of,
Elheny, De Vita, and Frydman,143,321

high frequencies, recoupling of heteronuclear dipolar interactions wit
tational-echo double-resonance at, Jaroniecet al., 146,132

high-speed, sensitivity enhancement in solid-state15N NMR by indirect
detection with, Ishii and Tycko,142,199

initial conditions for 13C MAS NMR 1D exchange involving chemica
equivalent and inequivalent nuclei, Tekelyet al., 145,173

lipid membranes, polarization transfer in, Warschawski and Devaux,145,
367

MAS double-quantum filtered dipolar shift correlation spectroscopy, H
drichs, Geen, and Titman,147,68

MAS exchange method using sideband separation: PATROS, Reicheret al.,
146,311

method for determination of heteronuclear distances without irradiati
second spin: relaxation-induced dipolar exchange with recoup
Saalwächter and Schmidt-Rohr,145,161
-

e

o-
,

ld

h,

d

-

o-

-

of
g,

method for setting magic angle for solid-state NMR studies, Nagaraj
Ramanathan,146,165

molecular motion characterization by13C spin-lattice relaxation times, Va-
ner, Vold, and Hoatson,142,229

multiple-quantum (seeMultiple-quantum MAS NMR)
multiple-rotor-cycle 2D PASS experiments with applications to207Pb NMR,

Vogt et al., 143,153
15N CSA tensor magnitude and orientation in molecular frame of u

determined via, Leppert, Heise, and Ramachandran,145,307
NH–NH vector correlation in peptides, Reifet al., 145,132
recoupling experiments, sideband patterns from rotor-encoded longit

magnetization in, De Paulet al., 146,140
REDOR with adiabatic dephasing pulses under, Heise, Leppert, and

achandran,146,181
spinning-frequency-dependent narrowband RF-driven dipolar recou

Goobes, Boender, and Vega,146,204
as tool for suppressing dipolar field effects in high-resolution liquid N

Broekaertet al., 145,259
agic-angle spinning EPR
instrumentation, performance, and limitations, Hessingeret al., 147,217

Magic-angle turning
high-resolution13C 3D CSA-CSA-CSA correlation experiment based on

et al., 145,230
agic sandwich echoes
variant, sequence in dipolar contrast for dense tissues imaging bas

Grenier, Pascui, and Briguet,147,353
agnetic field gradients
bipolar, improved convection compensating PFGSE and stimulated

methods for use with, Sørlandet al., 142,323
nonuniform, and restricted geometry, relaxation of nuclear magnetizati

Zielinski and Sen,147,95
sample restriction in high-resolution solid-state NMR using, Charmoet

al., 145,334
spatially variable internal, diffusion measurements at long observation

in presence of, Selandet al., 146,14
agnetic-field-gradient spinning
EPR imaging using, Ohno and Watanabe,143,274
agnetic fields
inhomogeneous, NMR in, Ba˜libanu et al., 145,246
main, two-pulse nutation echoes generated by, Ardelean, Scharfeneck

Kimmich, 144,45
NMR spectrometer, red cell alignment in, evidence from diffusion tens

water, Kuchelet al., 145,291
and RF field, grossly inhomogeneous, spin dynamics of CPMG-lik

quences in, and application to NMR well logging, Hu¨rlimann and
Griffin, 143,120

agnetic flux noise
MRI, 3D physical model based on current noise sources in cond

Hennessy,147,153
agnetic orientation
lipid bilayers, effect of pegylation, King, Parker, and Howard,142,177
agnetic resonance force microscopy
high-gradient, Bloch equations in, Doughertyet al., 143,106
agnetic resonance imaging
artifact reduction in diffusion imaging using navigator echoes and vel

compensation, Clark, Barker, and Tofts,142,358
class of contrast agents for, based on proton chemical exchange-dep

saturation transfer, Ward, Aletras, and Balaban,143,79
contrast enhancement: numerical studies of intermolecular multiple-

tum coherences, Garrett-Roe and Warren,146,1
coronary arteries and heart valves in living mouse, Ruffet al., 146,290
dense tissues, dipolar contrast for, Grenier, Pascui, and Briguet,147,353
diffusion tensor data acquisition schemes in, condition number as me

of noise performance of, Skareet al., 147,340
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400 CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
electroconvection in polar organic solvent, Riley and Augustine,144,288
fMRI

human brain, gradient-echo line scan imaging using 2D-selectiv
excitation, Finsterbusch and Frahm,147,17

human brain activation, reducing inhomogeneity artifacts in, Merb
Finsterbusch, and Frahm,145,184

heterogeneous materials, with turbo spin-echo single-point imaging,
et al., 144,255

high-field 23Na, sodium visibility and quantitation in intact cartilage us
Shapiroet al., 142,24

noise, 3D physical model based on current noise sources in cond
Hennessy,147,153

one-dimensional, with palm-size probe, Prado, Blu¨mich, and Schmitz,144,
200

from projections, v-space adaptive acquisition technique for, Pla
Alecci, and Sotgiu,143,197

rapid acquisition transverse relaxometric imaging, Does and Gore,147,116
sodium TQ-filtered, signal loss during RF excitation: model for dynami

spins 3/2 in biological media, Hancu, van der Maarel, and Boada147,
179

spoiled gradient echo MRI sequences, quantitative interpretation of m
tization transfer in, Sled and Pike,145,24

thermal convection currents in NMR, Jerschow,145,125
Magnetic resonance microscopy

integrated with confocal microscopy, for cellular research, Windet al.,147,
371

Magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging
exact ML estimation of spectroscopic parameters, Stoica and Sundin145,

108
Magnetic resonance spectroscopy

exact ML estimation of spectroscopic parameters, Stoica and Sundin145,
108

Magnetic resonance tagging
k-space analysis, Kerwin and Prince,142,313

Magnetization
rotor-encoded longitudinal, in MAS recoupling experiments, sideband

terns from, De Paulet al., 146,140
steady-state, effects of off-resonance irradiation, cross relaxation, and

ical exchange, Kingsley and Monahan,143,360
transverse, using RF pulses long compared toT2, relaxation effects, Rad

and Klose,144,108
agnetization evolution
in tilted rotating frame of nuclear spins, tunneling spectroscopy f

Damyanovich, Peternelj, and Pintar,145,1
agnetization grating rotation-frame imaging
finite-difference approach for diffusion analysis in, Woelket al., 145,276

Magnetization transfer
artifact, suppression using concatenated inversion in TILT, Pruessmet

al., 146,58
by homonuclear dipolar interaction under MAS, compound RFDR p

sequences for, Fujiwara, Khandelwal, and Akutsu,145,73
initial conditions for 13C MAS NMR 1D exchange involving chemica

equivalent and inequivalent nuclei, Tekelyet al., 145,173
isotropic mixing, profiles, analysis and prediction in three-spin topolo

Sahu,147,121
via residual dipolar couplings: proton–proton correlations in part

aligned proteins, Pellecchiaet al., 143,435
scheme, HMQC, sensitivity enhancement of HCACO using, Xiaet al.,143,

407
in spoiled gradient echo MRI sequences, quantitative interpretation

and Pike,145,24
Mannose-binding protein

–ligand complex, geometry determination in, molecular symmetry as a
Al-Hashimi, Bolon, and Prestegard,142,153
F

t,

ea

or,

,

f

e-

t-

m-

,

e

s,

ed

n,

Marbles
antique, joining fragments of, ESR identification, Attanasio and Plat

144,322
MATLAB

advanced NMR data processing toolbox: NMRLAB, Gu¨nther, Ludwig, an
Rüterjans,145,201

Matrix line suppression
zero dead time detection of electron spin echo envelope modulation

cused primary echo, Astashkin and Raitsimring,143,280
Maximum-likelihood estimation

exact, of spectroscopic parameters, Stoica and Sundin,145,108
Meat quality

relationships between1H NMR relaxation data and technological parame
of meat, chemometric approach, Brownet al., 147,89

Membrane proteins
complex, NMR-based hydrogen–deuterium amide exchange measure

Czerski, Vinogradova, and Sanders,142,111
helical wheels, imaging, Wanget al., 144,162
orientation in micelles for solution NMR, by specific binding of lanthan

ions to added EF-hand, Ma and Opella,146,381
uniformly 15N-labeled helical, in oriented lipid bilayers, 3D solid-state N

resolution of resonances of in-plane residues, Marassiet al., 144,156
Membranes

biological, characterization by EPR spectral simulation of nitroxides, Sˇ tran-
car, Šentjurc, and Schara,142,254

lipid, polarization transfer in, Warschawski and Devaux,145,367
oriented

orientation-dependent19F dipolar couplings within trifluoromethyl grou
static multipulse solid-state NMR, Grage and Ulrich,146,81

REDOR NMR on hydrophobic peptide in, Middletonet al., 147,366
spin-labeled lipids in, simulation studies of high-field EPR spectra, Liv

and Marsh,147,59
Methemoglobin

high-spin iron(III) complexes in glassy solvents at temperatures betw
and 298 K,T1 rates, Zhouet al., 144,115

spin concentration, EPR quantitation method, Svistunenkoet al., 142,266
Methyl groups

side chains containing, in13C-labeled proteins, 3D HCCH3-TOCSY for
resonance assignment of, Uhrı´n et al., 142,288

Methylmalonic acid
tunneling spectroscopy from magnetization evolution in tilted rotating f

of nuclear spins, Damyanovich, Peternelj, and Pintar,145,1
d3-Methylmalonic acid

13C–2H heteronuclear distances, MAS NMR determination without irra-
tion of second spin: RIDER, Saalwa¨chter and Schmidt-Rohr,145,161

a-Methyl mannose
–mannose-binding protein complex, geometry determination in, mole

symmetry as aid in, Al-Hashimi, Bolon, and Prestegard,142,153
Metmyoglobin

high-spin iron(III) complexes in glassy solvents at temperatures betw
and 298 K,T1 rates, Zhouet al., 144,115

spin concentration, EPR quantitation method, Svistunenkoet al., 142,266
Micelles

orientation of membrane proteins for solution NMR by specific bindin
lanthanide ions to added EF-hand, Ma and Opella,146,381

Microscopic displacement imaging
with pulsed-field-gradient turbo spin-echo NMR, Scheenenet al., 142,207

Mixed echo
NMR in inhomogeneous magnetic fields, Ba˜libanu et al., 145,246

Mixing period
modulated RF, in MQMAS experiments, pure absorption-mode sp

using, Vosegaardet al., 143,217
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401CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
Mixing sequences
short, broadband heteronuclear Hartmann–Hahn sequences with sho

times, Luy and Glaser,142,369
obile probe
in vivo analysis of anisotropy in tendon with NMR-MOUSE, Haken

Blümich, 144,195
one-dimensional imaging with NMR-MOUSE, Prado, Blu¨mich, and

Schmitz,144,200
odeling
analytical derivation of approximation of Voigt function, Bruceet al.,142,

57
NMR baseline, FT NMR spectra, Golotvin and Williams,146,122
odulated RF pulses
modulated RF mixing period in MQMAS experiments, pure absorp

mode spectra using, Vosegaardet al., 143,217
olecular dynamics
low-frequency, studied by spin-lock adiabatic field cycling imaging, A

ardo, Hauser, and Kimmich,142,372
various types, effects on 1D and 2D2H NMR, random walk simulation

Vogel and Ro¨ssler,147,43
olecular geometry
determination by high-order multiple-quantum evolution in solid-s

NMR, Edén et al., 144,266
olecular mobility
imaging of 1H NMR second moment with13C chemical-shift resolution

Nonaka, Matsui, and Inouye,145,315
olecular motion
in polar organic solvent, electric field-induced, MRI, Riley and Augus

144,288
in solid state, characterization by13C spin-lattice relaxation times, Varn

Vold, and Hoatson,142,229
olecular structure
disaccharide conformation, modified GOESY in analysis of, Dixon, W

malm, and Bull,147,266
partially orientedortho and metabenzenes codissolved in nematic liq

crystals, Syvitski and Burnell,144,58
olecular symmetry
C3, NMR spin echoes for molecular rotators with, Sullivan and Kisvars

145,18
onolithic catalysts
thermally polarized1H NMR microimaging of liquid and gas flow i

Koptyug et al., 147,36
onopolar gradient pulses
and bipolar gradient pulses, cross-relaxation effects in stimulated-ech

PGSE NMR experiments by, Dvinskikh and Furo´, 146,283
otion
artifacts from, in diffusion imaging, reduction using navigator echoes

velocity compensation, Clark, Barker, and Tofts,142,358
calculation of cross polarization spectra influenced by slow molecular

bling, Mayer,145,216
2 protein
influenza A virus, transmembrane segment, 2D solid-state NMR: imag

helical wheel, Wanget al., 144,162
ultidimensional dipolar exchange-assisted recoupling
measurements, in solid-state NMR, Sachleben, Beverwyk, and Fry

144,330
ultidimensional filter diagonalization method
application to 2D projections of 2D, 3D, and 4D NMR experiments, Het

al., 144,357
theory and numerical implementation, Mandelshtam,144,343
ultidimensional NMR
clean TROSY: compensation for relaxation-induced artifacts, Schulte

brüggen and Sørensen,144,123
ycle

-

-

e
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i,

pe

d

-
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r-

regularization of 2D filter diagonalization method, Chen, Mandelshtam
Shaka,146,363

ultifrequency EPR
high-field, using whispering gallery dielectric resonators, Anninoet al.,143,

88
spectra, of molecular oxygen in solid air, Pardiet al., 146,375

Multiphoton resonance
in pulsed EPR, Gromov and Schweiger,146,110

Multiple echoes
two-pulse nutation echoes generated by gradients of RF amplitude an

magnetic field, Ardelean, Scharfenecker, and Kimmich,144,45
Multiple-pulse techniques

under conditions of fast MAS conditions, Filip and Hafner,147,250
ultiple-quantum cross polarization
in quadrupolar spin systems during magic-angle spinning, Rovnyak, B

and Griffin,142,145
with two-dimensional MQMAS NMR, of quadrupolar nuclei, Ashbrook

Wimperis,147,238
ultiple-quantum evolution
high-order, in solid-state NMR, determination of molecular geometry

Edén et al., 144,266
ultiple-quantum-filtered NMR
23Na, time-domain quantification using continuous wavelet transform-

ysis, Serraiet al., 142,341
ultiple-quantumJ-resolved NMR spectroscopy
measurement of MQ relaxation rates and relative signs of spin cou

constants, Liu and Zhang,146,277
ultiple-quantum MAS NMR
conversion of triple- to single-quantum coherences in, Pruski, Wiench

Amoureux,147,286
modulated RF mixing period in, pure absorption-mode spectra using

segaardet al., 143,217
population and coherence transfer induced by double-frequency swe

half-integer quadrupolar spin systems, Iugaet al., 147,192
two-dimensional, with multiple-quantum cross polarization, of quadru

nuclei, Ashbrook and Wimperis,147,238
Multiple-quantum NMR

efficient double-quantum excitation in rotational resonance NMR, Kar
et al., 145,95

partially orientedortho and metadimethyl-, dichloro-, and chloromethy
benzenes codissolved in nematic liquid crystals, Syvitski and Bu
144,58

Multiple-quantum spectroscopy
automatic analysis of NMR spectra of flexible molecules dissolve

liquid-crystalline phases, Castiglioneet al., 142,216
sensitivity-enhanced MQ–HCN–CCH–TOCSY and MQ–HCN–CC

COSY pulse schemes for13C, 15N-labeled RNA oligonucleotides, H
Jiang, and Gosser,145,147

Multiple spin systems
inorganic phosphates, measurement of dipole–dipole interactions

compensated REDOR, Chan and Eckert,147,170
PISEMA in, spin dynamics, Gan,143,136

Multiple-time correlation functions
in spin-3/2 solid-state NMR spectroscopy, Bo¨hmer,147,78

Multiplets
overlapping, in-phase selective excitation, Harris, Lowe, and Norwood142,

389
Muscle

fibers, EPR study, dielectric resonator-based side-access probe for,
iewicz et al., 143,144

relationships between1H NMR relaxation data and technological parame
of meat, chemometric approach, Brownet al., 147,89
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402 CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
Myocardial infarction
three-dimensional13C-spectroscopic imaging of isolated infarcted rat he

Weidensteineret al., 143,17

N

14N
13C–14N heteronuclear distances inL-alanine, MAS NMR determinatio

without irradiation of second spin: RIDER, Saalwa¨chter and Schmid
Rohr,145,161

Cu21-doped L-histidine, 14N/35Cl–14N/35Cl and 1H–14N/35Cl spectra, 2D
pulsed TRIPLE at 95 GHz, Epel and Goldfarb,146,196

77Se nucleus scalar coupled in 2,1,3-benzoselenadiazole to, spectral a
Bernatowiczet al., 145,152

15N
13C, 15N-labeledL-alanine, carbon-proton dipolar decoupling in REDO

Mehtaet al., 145,156
13C, 15N-labeled proteins

glycine, measurement of internuclear distances in solid-state NM
background-filtered REDOR experiment, Vogtet al., 147,26

hydrophobic peptide in oriented membranes, REDOR NMR on, Mid
ton et al., 147,366

3JN,Cg and 3JC9,Cg coupling constants of aromatic residues, measurem
Löhr and Ru¨terjans,146,126

RAP 18–112, 3D protein NMR TROSY-type HCCH correlation exp
ments, diagonal peak suppression in, Meissner and Sørensen,144,171

13C, 15N-labeled RNA oligonucleotides, sensitivity-enhanced MQ–HC
CCH–TOCSY and MQ–HCN–CCH–COSY pulse schemes for,
Jiang, and Gosser,145,147

13C and15N NMR spectral density maps, peptide internal motions on nan-
ond time scale derived from direct fitting of, Mayoet al.,146,188

CSA tensor, magnitude and orientation in molecular frame of uracil d
mined via MAS NMR, Leppert, Heise, and Ramachandran,145,307

exchange NMR, for unambiguous assignment of1HN/15N resonances o
proteins in complexes in slow chemical exchange with free f
Vialle-Printems, van Heijenoort, and Guittet,142,276

1H–15N TROSY experiments, suppression of spurious peaks in, Kojim
Kainosho,143,417

iterative fitting procedure for determination of longitudinal NMR cro
correlation rates, Wang, Kurochkin, and Zuiderweg,144,175

modified 2DJNN-correlated [15N, 1H] TROSY for determination of inte-
nucleotidehJHN couplings, Yanet al., 147,357

15N-labeled proteins
JHNHa couplings in, semi-constant-time HMSQC for measuremen

Aitio and Permi,143,391
J-multiplied HMQC experiment for measuring3JHNHa coupling constant

Xia et al., 146,228
rubredoxin 15N–1H spectra: regularization of 2D filter diagonalizat

method, Chen, Mandelshtam, and Shaka,146,363
proteins with shortT2, evaluation of cross-correlation effects and meas-

ment of one-bond couplings, Kontaxis, Clore, and Bax,143,184
RAP 17–97, clean TROSY: compensation for relaxation-induced arti

Schulte-Herbru¨ggen and Sørensen,144,123
relaxation, separation of anisotropy and exchange broadening usin15N

CSA–15N–1H dipole–dipole relaxation cross-correlation experime
Renner and Holak,145,192

relaxation data, determination of globaltR of proteins using, Mispelteret al.,
143,229

relaxation rates, protein backbone, as tool for diagnosis of structure q
de Alba and Tjandra,144,367

shielding tensors in nucleic acid base pairs, hydrogen bonding e
Czernek, Fiala, and Sklena´ř, 145,142

solid-state NMR
imaging membrane protein helical wheels, Wanget al., 144,162
,
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index of helical membrane protein structure and topology determ
using, Marassi and Opella,144,150

sensitivity enhancement by indirect detection with high-speed MAS,
and Tycko,142,199

three-dimensional protein NMR TROSY-type15N-resolved1HN–1HN NOESY
spectra with diagonal peak suppression, Meissner and Sørensen,142,195

TROSY-based NMR experiments, protein dynamics measurements,et
al., 143,423

ubiquitin backbone anglec, determination with TROSY-baseda/b-
HN(CO)CA-J experiment, Permi, Kilpela¨inen, and Annila,146,255

uniformly labeled helical membrane proteins in oriented lipid bilay
resonances from in-plane residues, 3D solid-state NMR resolutio
Marassiet al., 144,156

23Na
–1H pairs, multiple-quantum cross polarization during MAS, Rovn

Baldus, and Griffin,142,145
multiple-quantum cross polarization with 2D MQMAS NMR, Ashbrook

Wimperis,147,238
multiple-quantum-filtered signal, time-domain quantification using co

uous wavelet transform analysis, Serraiet al., 142,341
Na4HTm[DOTP], temperature-dependent chemical shift and relax

times, Shapiroet al., 143,213
NMR microimaging, of intact plants, Oltet al., 144,297
visibility and quantitation in intact cartilage using high-field23Na MRI and

MRS, Shapiroet al., 142,24
a4HTm[DOTP]

23Na in, temperature-dependent chemical shift and relaxation times, S
et al., 143,213

aphthyridines
interacting withTorpedo californicaacetylcholinesterase,1H NMR relax-

ation study, Delfiniet al., 144,129
Navigator echoes

and velocity compensation, reduction of motion artifacts in diffusion im
ing using, Clark, Barker, and Tofts,142,358

NH–NH vector correlation
in peptides, by solid-state NMR, Reifet al., 145,132

Nitrobenzene
aligned by strong AC electric fields, dipolar interactions in, Peshkovsk

McDermott,147,104
electroconvection in, magnetic resonance imaging, Riley and Augu

144,288
2-Nitrobenzoic acid

hydrogen disorder in,1H–17O NQR double-resonance study, Torkar, Zˇ agar
and Seliger,144,13

Nitroxide biradicals
dead-time-free measurements of dipole–dipole interactions between

tron spins, Pannieret al., 142,331
Nitroxides

EPR spectral simulation, characterization of biological membranes,ˇ tran-
car, Šentjurc, and Schara,142,254

spin probe, pulsed EPR study of intracellular glasses in seed and p
Buitink et al., 142,364

NMR
advanced data processing in MATLAB: NMRLAB, Gu¨nther, Ludwig, an

Rüterjans,145,201
13C, human brain at 1.5 Tin vivo, peak assignments, Blu¨ml et al.,143,292
13C and15N, spectral density maps, peptide internal motions on nanos

time scale derived from direct fitting of, Mayoet al., 146,188
characterization of salt water ice: pore structure and anisotropic self-

sion, Menzelet al., 143,376
diffusion measurements using nonlinear stimulated echo, Ardelea

Kimmich, 143,101
experiments with pulsed-field gradients, computer program for simula

Virtual NMR Spectrometer, Nicholaset al., 145,262
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H
in vitro monitoring of effects of oxygen level on total choline levels

bioartificial pancreas, Lokenget al., 146,49
protein hydration and location of water molecules in oxidized horse

cytochromec, Bertini et al., 147,1
second moment imaging with13C chemical-shift resolution, Nonak

Matsui, and Inouye,145,315
thermally polarized1H NMR microimaging of liquid and gas flow

monolithic catalysts, Koptyuget al., 147,36
2H, 1D and 2D, effects of various types of molecular dynamics, ran

walk simulations, Vogel and Ro¨ssler,147,43
heteronuclear local field, under fast MAS conditions, McElheny, De

and Frydman,143,321
in inhomogeneous magnetic fields, Ba˜libanu et al., 145,246
intermolecular dipole–dipole relaxation of129Xe dissolved in water, D-

mitrov, Reddy, and Leigh,145,302
low-resolution, measurements, in stable reconstruction ofT2 distribution,

Steinbrecheret al., 146,321
23Na, sodium visibility and quantitation in intact cartilage using, Shapiet

al., 142,24
207Pb, multiple-rotor-cycle 2D PASS with applications to, Vogtet al., 143,

153
phase angle measurement from peak areas: PAMPAS, Dzˇakula,146,20
sample coil, method for measuring Q value, Jiang,142,386
separation of quadrupolar and magnetic contributions to spin-lattice

ation in case of single isotope, Suteret al., 143,266
solid deuterium, separation of ortho and para signals via DQ filtering, M

et al., 145,326
spectra

normalization, time-domain algorithm for, Romano, Santini, and
dovina,146,89

partially orientedortho andmetabenzenes codissolved in nematic liq
crystals, Syvitski and Burnell,144,58

quantification, analytical derivation of approximation of Voigt funct
for, Bruceet al., 142,57

T1 noise and sensitivity in PFG experiments, Linet al., 144,6
TROSY-based, protein dynamics measurements, Zhuet al., 143,423
MR baseline recognition and modeling
FT NMR spectra, improved, Golotvin and Williams,146,122
MRLAB
advanced NMR data processing in MATLAB, Gu¨nther, Ludwig, and Ru¨ter-

jans,145,201
MR microscopy

23Na and1H NMR microimaging of intact plants, Oltet al., 144,297
relaxation of nuclear magnetization in nonuniform magnetic field gra

and restricted geometry, Zielinski and Sen,147,95
NMR-MOUSE

in vivo analysis of anisotropy in tendon, Haken and Blu¨mich, 144,195
nuclear magnetic resonance in inhomogeneous magnetic fields, Ba˜libanuet

al., 145,246
one-dimensional imaging with, Prado, Blu¨mich, and Schmitz,144,200

NMR probe
high-power, for low-temperature studies, Damyanovich, Peternelj, an

tar, 144,1
small-volume flow probe for automated direct-injection NMR analy

Haner, Llanos, and Mueller,143,69
NMR probe circuits

remote tuning, Kodibagkar and Conradi,144,53
NMR relaxation (seeRelaxation, NMR)
NMR spin systems

nonlinear identification by adaptive filtering, Asfour, Raoof, and Four
145,37
rt

,

x-

i

-

t

in-

,

,

NMR well logging
application of spin dynamics of CPMG-like sequences in grossly inh

geneousB0 andB1 fields, Hürlimann and Griffin,143,120
NOE enhancement

polarization transfer in lipid membranes, Warschawski and Devaux,145,
367

NOESY
iterative fitting procedure for determination of longitudinal NMR cro

correlation rates, Wang, Kurochkin, and Zuiderweg,144,175
three-dimensional protein NMR TROSY-type15N-resolved1HN–1HN spec-

tra, with diagonal peak suppression, Meissner and Sørensen,142,195
oise
with diffusion tensor data acquisition schemes with MRI, condition num

as measure of, Skareet al., 147,340
MRI, 3D physical model based on current noise sources in cond

Hennessy,147,153
T1, in pulsed-field-gradient experiments, Linet al., 144,6

Nonlinear adaptive filtering
identification of NMR spin systems by, Asfour, Raoof, and Fournier,145,37

onlinear least squares
comparison of spectral estimation of NMR relaxation with, Naugler

Cushley,145,209
frequency-selective quantitation of biomedical MRS data, Vanhammeet al.,

143,1
onlinear phase adjustment
selective excitation pulses, Carlson,147,210

ormalization
NMR spectra, time-domain algorithm for, Romano, Santini, and Indo

146,89
uclear magnetic resonance
phonon-assisted spin diffusion in solids, Dolinsˇek, Cereghetti, and Kin

146,335
uclear magnetization
relaxation in nonuniform magnetic field gradient and restricted geom

Zielinski and Sen,147,95
uclear Overhauser effects
intermolecular129Xe–1H, and role of dipolar coupling in relaxation of129Xe

in water, Dimitrov, Reddy, and Leigh,145,302
Nuclear Overhauser enhancement

1D, modified GOESY in analysis of disaccharide conformation, Di
Widmalm, and Bull,147,266

Nuclear quadrupole coupling constants
in isotopically labeled saccharides,2H T1 and, Bose-Basuet al., 144,207

Nuclear quadrupole double resonance
1H–17O, study of hydrogen disorder in 2-nitrobenzoic acid, Torkar, Zˇ agar

and Seliger,144,13
uclear quadrupole resonance
detection of explosives: modification of receiver operating character

using feedback, Blauch, Schiano, and Ginsberg,144,305
pure NQR of spinI 5 3

2 powder sample, broadband echo sequence usp
composite pulse for, Odin,143,299

Nuclear resonance signals
detection: modification of receiver operating characteristics using feed

Blauch, Schiano, and Ginsberg,144,305
Nuclear rotating frame

high-frequency dynamic nuclear polarization in, Farraret al., 144,134
Nuclear spins

tilted rotating frame, magnetization evolution in, tunneling spectros
from, Damyanovich, Peternelj, and Pintar,145,1

Nucleic acids
base pairs,15N and 1H shielding tensors in, hydrogen bonding effe

Czernek, Fiala, and Sklena´ř, 145,142
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Nucleotides
evaluation of contrast agents for MRI based on proton chemical exch

dependent saturation transfer, Ward, Aletras, and Balaban,143,79
umerical Laplace transform inversion
stable reconstruction ofT2 distribution, Steinbrecheret al., 146,321

umerical simulations
double-quantum filtration under rotational-resonance conditions, D

and Sebald,145,340
intermolecular multiple-quantum coherences: NMR and MRI, Garrett

and Warren,146,1
utation
two-pulse nutation echoes generated by gradients of RF amplitude an

magnetic field, Ardelean, Scharfenecker, and Kimmich,144,45
utation spin echo
and use for localized NMR, Ardelean, Kimmich, and Klemm,146,43

O

17O
1H–17O NQR double-resonance study of hydrogen disorder in 2-nitro-

zoic acid, Torkar, Zˇ agar, and Seliger,144,13
multiple-quantum cross polarization with 2D MQMAS NMR, Ashbrook

Wimperis,147,238
17O-decoupled1H spectroscopy and imaging with surface coil: STE

decoupling, Charagundlaet al., 143,39
18O

H2
18O solvent-induced isotope shift in19F NMR, Arnold and Fisher,142,1

Object
general, spin-12 coupled to, coherent cross polarization theory for, Mag

and Veeman,143,243
DESSA
initial conditions for 13C MAS NMR 1D exchange involving chemica

equivalent and inequivalent nuclei, Tekelyet al., 145,173
tr-ODESSA combined with PASS: PATROS, Reichertet al., 146,311

Off-resonance effects
in multiple-site kinetic measurements, correcting for, Kingsley and M

han,146,100
radiofrequency pulses used in spectral editing with double-quantum c

ence transfer, Lei and Peeling,144,89
ff-resonance irradiation
effect on steady-state magnetization and effectiveT1 relaxation times

Kingsley and Monahan,143,360
Oligonucleotides

RNA 13C, 15N-labeled, sensitivity-enhanced MQ–HCN–CCH–TOCSY
MQ–HCN–CCH–COSY pulse schemes for, Hu, Jiang, and Go
145,147

v-space adaptive acquisition technique
for MRI from projections, Placidi, Alecci, and Sotgiu,143,197

One-bond couplings
measurement in proteins with short transverse relaxation times, Kon

Clore, and Bax,143,184
ne-dimensional NMR
2H, effects of various types of molecular dynamics, random walk sim-

tions, Vogel and Ro¨ssler,147,43
One-pulse experiment

systems with chemical exchange, measurement ofT1 and concentration
Spencer and Fishbein,142,120

Oocytes
Xenopus,integrated confocal and magnetic resonance microscopy, Wet

al., 147,371
Optical pumping

continuous-flow, in closed circuit system, Knelleret al., 147,261
Order matrix

variation of molecular alignment for resolving orientational ambiguitie
protein structures from dipolar couplings, Al-Hashimiet al., 143,402
e-

ld

e

ain

n

n

-

er-

r,

is,

Order parameters
nitrobenzene molecular alignment in strong AC electric fields: dip

interactions, Peshkovsky and McDermott,147,104
partially orientedortho and metabenzenes codissolved in nematic liq

crystals, Syvitski and Burnell,144,58
Orientation

ambiguity, resolution in protein structures from dipolar couplings, varia
of molecular alignment as means of, Al-Hashimiet al., 143,402

magnetic, lipid bilayers, effect of pegylation, King, Parker, and How
142,177

Orientational restraints
from solid-state NMR, atomic refinement using, Bertramet al., 147,9

Oriented membranes
orientation-dependent19F dipolar couplings within trifluoromethyl grou

static multipulse solid-state NMR, Grage and Ulrich,146,81
REDOR NMR on hydrophobic peptide in, Middletonet al., 147,366

Oriented molecule
solid-state NMR studies, method for setting magic angle for, Nagaraj

Ramanathan,146,165
Oriented samples

transmembrane peptide of influenza A virus M2 protein, spectra: imag
helical wheel, Wanget al., 144,162

Ortho molecules
ortho and para NMR signals in solid deuterium, separation via DQ filte

Malmi et al., 145,326
Oscillating gradient spin-echo

pulse sequence, measurements of restricted diffusion using, Schachteet al.,
147,232

Oscillation
coherent cross polarization theory for spin-1

2 coupled to general objec
Magusin and Veeman,143,243

Overhauser effect
in 1H dynamic nuclear polarization in supercritical ethylene at 1.4 T, W

et al., 143,233
Overlapping peaks

parametric estimation, Crame´r-Rao bound expressions for, Cavassilaet al.,
143,311

Overlapping spectra
electron nuclear quadruple resonance for assignment of, Bowman and

shkin,144,74
Oxygen

molecular, in solid air, multifrequency EPR spectra of, Pardiet al.,146,375

P

31P
inorganic phosphate multispin systems, measurement of dipole–dipo

teractions using compensated REDOR, Chan and Eckert,147,170
(NH4)2HPO4, variable-temperature single-crystal NMR, small crystals

small coils in, Vosegaardet al., 142,379
NMR, multiple-site saturation transfer kinetic measurements, correctin

incomplete saturation and off-resonance effects, Kingsley and M
han,146,100

PAMPAS
phase angle measurement from peak areas, Dzˇakula,146,20

ancreas
bioartificial, in vitro monitoring of total choline levels:1H NMR studies o

effects of oxygen level, Longet al., 146,49
arallel coil resonators
for time-domain RF EPR imaging of biological objects, Devasahayamet al.,

142,168
aramagnetic effects
iron(III) species on nuclear magnetic relaxation of fluid protons in po

media, Bryar, Daughney, and Knight,142,74
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405CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
Paramagnetic proteins
and protein gels, decay of dipolar order in, Danek and Bryant,143,35

Para molecules
ortho and para NMR signals in solid deuterium, separation via DQ filte

Malmi et al., 145,326
Partial saturation

one-pulse experiment with chemical exchange, Spencer and Fishbei142,
120

PASS
with tr-ODESSA: PATROS, Reichertet al., 146,311
two-dimensional, multiple-rotor-cycle, with applications to207Pb NMR

spectroscopy, Vogtet al., 143,153
PATROS

MAS exchange method using sideband separation, Reichertet al.,146,311
207Pb

lead nitrate, thermometer for nonspinning solid-state NMR spectros
Beckmann and Dybowski,146,379

207Pb NMR
multiple-rotor-cycle 2D PASS with applications to, Vogtet al., 143,153

Peak assignments
in vivo 13C MRS in human brain at 1.5 T, Blu¨ml et al., 143,292

eak integration
phase angle measurement from peak areas: PAMPAS, Dzˇakula,146,20

eak suppression
water, time-frequency vs time-scale approach, Antoine, Coron, and

reppe,144,189
egylation
magnetically oriented lipid bilayers, King, Parker, and Howard,142,177

-n-Pentyl-49-cyanobiphenyl
liquid crystalline, application of improved broadband decoupling sequ

with, Fung, Khitrin, and Ermolaev,142,97
eptides
hydrophobic, in oriented membranes, REDOR NMR on, Middletonet al.,

147,366
internal motions on nanosecond time scale, derived from direct fitting o13C

and 15N NMR spectral density maps, Mayoet al., 146,188
J-coupling determination: application of heteronuclear ACT spectros

Koźmiński and Nanz,142,294
NH–NH vector correlation by solid-state NMR, Reifet al., 145,132
15N solid-state NMR, sensitivity enhancement by indirect detection

high-speed MAS, Ishii and Tycko,142,199
hantoms
gel, rapid acquisition transverse relaxometric imaging, Does and Gore147,

116
hase-adjusted spinning sidebands (seePASS)
hase angle measurement from peak areas
PAMPAS, Džakula,146,20

hase correction
phase angle measurement from peak areas: PAMPAS, Dzˇakula,146,20

hase cycles
minimum cycle length, construction: MakeCycle, Ollerenshaw and

Clung,143,255
hase modulation
recoupling pulses on2H spins, deuterium–carbon REDOR NMR spect-

copy with, Sack and Vega,145,52
hases
signs of, Levitt and Johannessen,142,190

hase shifts
in large spectral data sets, automatic correction, Witjeset al., 144,35

h–CH2–X
X5Br,H, flexible molecules dissolved in liquid-crystalline phases, a

matic analysis of NMR spectra, Castiglioneet al., 142,216
,

y,

e-

e

y,

h

-

-

Phonons
phonon-assisted spin diffusion in solids, Dolinsˇek, Cereghetti, and Kin

146,335
Phosphates

inorganic, compensated REDOR NMR applied to, Chan and Eckert147,
170

hosphoglycerate mutase
15N, 13C-labeled, methyl-containing side chains, 3D HCCH3-TOCSY for

resonance assignment, Uhrı´n et al., 142,288
Phospholamban

in oriented membranes, REDOR NMR on, Middletonet al., 147,366
PISA wheels

solid-state NMR index of helical membrane protein structure and topo
Marassi and Opella,144,150

PISEMA
imaging membrane protein helical wheels, Wanget al., 144,162
in multiple spin systems, spin dynamics, Gan,143,136
solid-state NMR index of helical membrane protein structure and topo

Marassi and Opella,144,150
Plants

intact, 23Na and1H NMR microimaging, Oltet al., 144,297
microscopic displacement imaging with PFG turbo spin-echo N

Scheenenet al., 142,207
Point-like sample

radial and longitudinal effect in double TE104 and single TE102 rectangula
cavity, Mazúr, Valko, and Morris,142,37

Polarization inversion spin exchange at the magic angle (seePISEMA)
Polarization transfer

in lipid membranes, Warschawski and Devaux,145,367
Polarization transfer functions

analytical, for three dipolar coupled spins1
2, Luy and Glaser,142,280

Polar organic solvent
electroconvection in, magnetic resonance imaging, Riley and Augu

144,288
Pollen

intracellular glasses, pulsed EPR study, Buitinket al., 142,364
Poly(1-butene)

isotactic, mixture with dimethyl sulfone, pure-exchange solid-state N
deAzevedo, Bonagamba, and Schmidt-Rohr,142,86

Poly(n-butyl methacrylate)
application of PATROS: MAS exchange method using sideband sepa

Reichertet al., 146,311
chain dynamics in, WIM/WISE NMR studies, Qiu and Mirau,142,183

Polyethylene glycol
pegylation of magnetically oriented lipid bilayers, King, Parker,

Howard,142,177
Polymers

solid, and blends, WIM/WISE NMR studies of chain dynamics in, Qiu
Mirau, 142,183

Polystyrene
–poly(vinyl methyl ether) blends, chain dynamics in, WIM/WISE NM

studies, Qiu and Mirau,142,183
Poly(vinyl methyl ether)

–polystyrene blends, chain dynamics in, WIM/WISE NMR studies, Qiu
Mirau, 142,183

Population transfer
induced by double-frequency sweeps in half-integer quadrupolar spi

tems, Iugaet al., 147,192
Pore size

determination using internal magnetic field, Song,143,397
Porous media

chemical-shift imaging with continuously flowing hyperpolarized xenon
characterization of, Moudrakovskiet al., 144,372
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406 CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
measurements of restricted diffusion using oscillating gradient spin
sequence, Schachteret al., 147,232

nuclear magnetic relaxation of fluid protons in, paramagnetic effec
iron(III) species, Bryar, Daughney, and Knight,142,74

pore size determination using internal magnetic field, Song,143,397
salt water ice, NMR characterization of pore structure and anisot

self-diffusion, Menzelet al., 143,376
turbo spin-echo single-point imaging, Beyeaet al., 144,255

Porous systems
microscopic displacement imaging with PFG turbo spin-echo N

Scheenenet al., 142,207
Position encoding

correlations of position, velocity, and acceleration in fluid transport, 2D
NMR for, Han, Stapf, and Blu¨mich, 146,169

Powder sample
spin I 5 3

2, pure NQR, broadband echo sequence usingp composite puls
for, Odin, 143,299

Powder spectra
dip in powder deuterium NMR lineshapes, Westlund,145,364

Prior knowledge
influence on parametric estimation of overlapping peaks: Crame´r-Rao bound

expressions, Cavassilaet al., 143,311
Product operator states

J-coupled spin evolution in IS spin system during RF irradiation of one
vector and quantum representations, Bendall and Skinner,143,329

Projections
magnetic resonance imaging from,v-space adaptive acquisition techniq

for, Placidi, Alecci, and Sotgiu,143,197
ropagator
diffusion, in sea water ice, NMR characterization: pore structure and a

tropic self-diffusion, Menzelet al., 143,376
Protein–DNA complex

time-shared X(v1)-half-filter for improved sensitivity in subspectral editin
Andersson and Otting,144,168

Protein dynamics
measurements, TROSY-based NMR, Zhuet al., 143,423

Protein fold
orientational ambiguities in protein structure from dipolar couplings,

ation of molecular alignment for resolving, Al-Hashimiet al.,143,402
rotein gels
diamagnetic and paramagnetic, decay of dipolar order in, Danek and B

143,35
rotein NMR
protein hydration and location of water molecules in oxidized horse

cytochromec, 1H NMR study, Bertiniet al., 147,1
regularization of 2D filter diagonalization method, Chen, Mandelshtam

Shaka,146,363
three-dimensional TROSY-type15N-resolved 1HN–1HN NOESY spectr

with diagonal peak suppression, Meissner and Sørensen,142,195
roteins
backbone anglec, determination with TROSY-baseda/b-HN(CO)CA-J

experiment, Permi, Kilpela¨inen, and Annila,146,255
in complexes, in slow chemical exchange with free form,15N exchang

NMR for unambiguous assignment of1HN/15N resonances, Vialle
Printems, van Heijenoort, and Guittet,142,276

13C- or 13C, 15N-labeled (see13C)
diamagnetic and paramagnetic, decay of dipolar order in, Danek and B

143,35
global tR, determination using13C or 15N relaxation data, Mispelteret al.,

143,229
1H–15N TROSY experiments, suppression of spurious peaks, Kojima

Kainosho,143,417
hydrogen bonds

3hJ coupling between Ca and HN across, Meissner and Sørensen,143,431
ho

of

ic

,

G

,

o-

-

nt,

rt

d

nt,

d

techniques for measurement of C9N and C9H J-coupling constan
across, Meissner and Sørensen,143,387

iterative fitting procedure for determination of longitudinal NMR cro
correlation rates, Wang, Kurochkin, and Zuiderweg,144,175

15N-labeled (see15N)
partially aligned, proton–proton correlations: magnetization transfe

residual dipolar couplings, Pellecchiaet al., 143,435
with short transverse relaxation times, evaluation of cross-correlation e

and measurement of one-bond couplings, Kontaxis, Clore, and
143,184

Protein structure
atomic refinement using orientational restraints from solid-state NMR,

tram et al., 147,9
NMR structures, refinement against torsion angle potentials of mean

problem sources and solutions, Kuszewski and Clore,146,249
proton–proton correlations in partially aligned proteins: magnetization t

fer via residual dipolar couplings, Pellecchiaet al., 143,435
a-spectrin SH3 domain: sample optimization and identification of s

patterns of amino acid side chains in 2D RFDR spectra, Pauliet al.,
143,411

structure validation factor based on backbone15N relaxation rates, de Alb
and Tjandra,144,367

uniformly 15N-labeled helical membrane proteins in oriented lipid bilay
resonances from in-plane residues, 3D solid-state NMR resolutio
Marassiet al., 144,156

Proton chemical exchange
dependent saturation transfer, class of MRI contrast agents based on

Aletras, and Balaban,143,79
Proton detection

carbon–carbon spin coupling constants in symmetrical molecules, B
142,136

Proton exchange
protein hydration and location of water molecules in oxidized horse

cytochromec, 1H NMR study, Bertiniet al., 147,1
Proton hydrophilicity

protein hydration and location of water molecules in oxidized horse
cytochromec, 1H NMR study, Bertiniet al., 147,1

Proton NMR
microimaging of intact plants, Oltet al., 144,297
spectra of flexible molecules dissolved in liquid-crystalline phases,

matic analysis, Castiglioneet al., 142,216
T1 of fluid protons in porous media, paramagnetic effects of iron(III) spe

Bryar, Daughney, and Knight,142,74
T1 rates of inhibitors interacting withTorpedo californicaacetylcholinest-

erase, Delfiniet al., 144,129
Proton NMR spectroscopic imaging

1H U-FLARE, fast variant using adjusted chemical shift phase enco
Ebel, Dreher, and Leibfritz,142,241

Protons
dipolar linked, in biological tissues: dipolar contrast for dense tis

imaging, Grenier, Pascui, and Briguet,147,353
Pulsed EPR

with L-band crossed-loop EPR resonator, Rinard, Quine, and Eaton,144,85
multiphoton resonances in, Gromov and Schweiger,146,110
overlapping spectra, assignment, electron nuclear quadruple resonan

Bowman and Tyryshkin,144,74
spin-probe study of intracellular glasses in seed and pollen, Buitinket al.,

142,364
three-dimensional, using Fourier imaging, Feintuchet al., 142,382
two-dimensional ENDOR-ESEEM correlation spectroscopy, Baret al.,145,

115
two-dimensional pulsed TRIPLE at 95 GHz, Epel and Goldfarb,146,196
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407CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
Pulsed field-cycled EPR
detection of anisotropic hyperfine transitions in zero magnetic field, S

et al., 142,139
ulsed-field gradient NMR
correlation time and diffusion coefficient imaging for granular flows, C

rihan and Seymour,144,96
electric field, measurement of anisotropic diffusion in nematic liquid cry

Holsteinet al., 143,427
T1 noise and sensitivity in, Linet al., 144,6
two-dimensional, for encoding correlations of position, velocity, and a

eration in fluid transport, Han, Stapf, and Blu¨mich, 146,169
Pulsed-field gradients

NMR experiments involving, computer program for simulation: Vir
NMR Spectrometer, Nicholaset al., 145,262

Pulsed-field-gradient spin-echo NMR
13C, with heteronuclear dipolar decoupling, diffusion measurements i-

uid crystals and solids, Dvinskikh, Sitnikov, and Furo´, 142,102
convection compensating, improved, Sørlandet al., 142,323

Pulsed-field-gradient turbo spin-echo NMR
microscopic displacement imaging with, Scheenenet al., 142,207

Pulsed gradient spin-echo NMR
with homonuclear dipolar decoupling, Dvinskikh and Furo´, 144,142
red cell alignment in magnetic field of spectrometer, evidence bas

diffusion tensor of water, Kuchelet al., 145,291
stimulated-echo-type experiments, cross-relaxation effects by bipola

monopolar gradient pulses, Dvinskikh and Furo´, 146,283
Pulse repetition rate

effect in continuous-flow optical pumping NMR in closed circuit syst
Kneller et al., 147,261

Pulse sequences
compound RFDR, for magnetization transfer by homonuclear dipolar

action under MAS, Fujiwara, Khandelwal, and Akutsu,145,73
generation of phase cycle of minimum length for, algorithm, Ollerens

and McClung,143,255
k-space analysis of MR tagging, Kerwin and Prince,142,313

ulse shaping
in water presaturation experiments, strange effects, Kupcˇe and Freema

146,240
ure absorption-mode spectra
using modulated RF mixing period in MQMAS experiments, Vosegaaet

al., 143,217
ure-exchange NMR
solid-state, deAzevedo, Bonagamba, and Schmidt-Rohr,142,86

urines
15N and 1H shielding tensors in, hydrogen bonding effects, Czernek, F

and Sklena´ř, 145,142
yrimidines

15N and 1H shielding tensors in, hydrogen bonding effects, Czernek, F
and Sklena´ř, 145,142

Q

uadrupolar nuclei
59Co, tetrahedral cluster HFeCo3(CO)11PPh2H, application of 2D COSY fo

S57/2 spins, Kempgenset al., 142,64
conversion of triple- to single-quantum coherences in MQMAS N

Pruski, Wiench, and Amoureux,147,286
multiple-quantum cross polarization and 2D MQMAS NMR, Ashbrook

Wimperis,147,238
multiple-time correlation functions in spin-3/2 solid-state NMR spec

copy, Böhmer,147,78
14N, spin-1/2 scalar nucleus coupled to: analysis of77Se spectra in 2,1,

benzoselenadiazole, Bernatowiczet al., 145,152
m

-

l,

l-
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a,

,
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Quadrupolar relaxation
separation of quadrupolar and magnetic contributions to spin-lattice

ation in case of single isotope, Suteret al., 143,266
Quadrupolar spin systems

half-integer, double-frequency sweeps in, population and coherence tr
induced by, Iugaet al., 147,192

multiple-quantum cross polarization during magic-angle spinning, Rov
Baldus, and Griffin,142,145

Quality factor
method for measuring Q value of NMR sample coil, Jiang,142,386

Quantitation
Cramér-Rao bound expressions for parametric estimation of overlap

peaks: influence of prior knowledge, Cavassilaet al., 143,311
Quantitative EPR

radial and longitudinal effect in double TE104 and single TE102 rectangula
cavity, Mazúr, Valko, and Morris,142,37

QuantitativeG experiment
avoiding cross-correlated relaxation rate measurement errors, Carlo

and Griesinger,144,280
Quantitative imaging

analysis of magnetization transfer in spoiled gradient echo MRI seque
Sled and Pike,145,24

uantum mechanical representations
J-coupled spin evolution in IS spin system during RF irradiation of one

comparison with vector models, Bendall and Skinner,143,329
uasioptical EPR
Jones matrix formalism for, Budilet al., 144,20

R

adial effect
and longitudinal effect, in double TE104 and single TE102 rectangular cavity

Mazúr, Valko, and Morris,142,37
Radial turbo spin-echo sequence

high-resolution diffusion imaging using, Seifertet al., 144,243
Radiation damping

and toroid cavity detectors for high-resolution NMR and rotating-fr
imaging, Momotet al., 142,348

Radiofrequency amplitude gradients
two-pulse nutation echoes generated by, Ardelean, Scharfenecker, an

mich, 144,45
Radiofrequency-driven recoupling (seeRFDR spectroscopy)
Radiofrequency excitation

signal loss during, in TQ-filtered sodium MRI: model for dynamics of s
3/2 in biological media, Hancu, van der Maarel, and Boada,147,179

two-dimensional-selective, gradient-echo line scan imaging using, Fi
busch and Frahm,147,17

Radiofrequency field
and magnetic field, grossly inhomogeneous, spin dynamics of CPMG

sequences in, and application to NMR well logging, Hu¨rlimann and
Griffin, 143,120

relationship to radial position in toroid cavity probes, Woelk,146,157
spin-locking, NMR relaxation in multipolar AMX under conditions

Kaikkonen and Kowalewski,146,297
Radiofrequency field gradient

single-coil surface imaging using, Barilet al., 146,223
Radiofrequency irradiation

one spin,J-coupled spin evolution in IS spin system during, vector
quantum representations, Bendall and Skinner,143,329

Radiofrequency mixing
effects on signs of frequencies and phases in NMR, Levitt and Johann

142,190
Radiofrequency phases

in NMR, signs: role of radiofrequency mixing, Levitt and Johannessen,142,
190
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408 CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
Radiofrequency pulses
concatenation, for spatially selective inversion, Pruessmannet al., 146,58
long compared toT2, relaxation effects using, Raddi and Klose,144,108
modulated RF mixing period in MQMAS experiments, pure absorp

mode spectra using, Vosegaardet al., 143,217
T1 noise and sensitivity in PFG experiments, Linet al., 144,6
used in spectral editing with double-quantum coherence transfer, off

nance effects, Lei and Peeling,144,89
adiofrequency time-domain EPR imaging
biological objects, parallel coil resonators for, Devasahayamet al.,142,168
adiofrequency waveform
nonlinear phase adjustment of selective excitation pulses, Carlson,147,210

andom walk simulations
effects of various types of molecular dynamics on 1D and 2D2H NMR,

Vogel and Ro¨ssler,147,43
ayleigh–Be´nard convection
visualization in vertical cylindrical tube by MRI, Jerschow,145,125

87Rb
RbNO3 and LiRbSO4, conversion of triple- to single-quantum coherence

MQMAS NMR, Pruski, Wiench, and Amoureux,147,286
RbZn2(HPO4)PO4, variable-temperature single-crystal NMR, small crys

and small coils in, Vosegaardet al., 142,379
Receiver operating characteristics

modification using feedback: detection of nuclear resonance signals, B
Schiano, and Ginsberg,144,305

Recoupling
compound RFDR pulse sequences for magnetization transfer by

nuclear dipolar interaction under MAS, Fujiwara, Khandelwal,
Akutsu,145,73

heteronuclear dipolar interactions, with rotational-echo double-resona
high MAS frequencies, Jaroniecet al., 146,132

magic-angle spinning, sideband patterns from rotor-encoded longitu
magnetization in, De Paulet al., 146,140

relaxation-induced dipolar exchange with recoupling: MAS NMR me
for determination of heteronuclear distances without irradiatio
second spin, Saalwa¨chter and Schmidt-Rohr,145,161

T-MREV scheme, in NH–NH vector correlation in peptides by solid-s
NMR, Reif et al., 145,132

Rectangular cavity
double TE104 and single TE102, radial and longitudinal effect in, Mazu´r,

Valko, and Morris,142,37
REDOR

with adiabatic dephasing pulses, Heise, Leppert, and Ramachandra146,
181

background-filtered, measurement of internuclear distances in solid
NMR, Vogt et al., 147,26

carbon-proton dipolar decoupling in, Mehtaet al., 145,156
comparison with RIDER method for MAS determination of heteronuc

distances without irradiation of second spin: relaxation-induced di
exchange with recoupling, Saalwa¨chter and Schmidt-Rohr,145,161

compensated, applied to inorganic phosphates: dipolar coupling inform
in multispin systems, Chan and Eckert,147,170

efficient deuterium–carbon REDOR NMR spectroscopy, Sack and
145,52

at high MAS frequencies, recoupling of heteronuclear dipolar interac
with, Jaroniecet al., 146,132

on hydrophobic peptide in oriented membranes, Middletonet al., 147,366
15N CSA tensor magnitude and orientation in molecular frame of u

Leppert, Heise, and Ramachandran,145,307
sideband patterns from rotor-encoded longitudinal magnetization in

recoupling experiments, De Paulet al., 146,140
universal REDOR dephasing curve, measurement of13C–2D dipolar cou-

plings with, Gullion,146,220
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Refocusing
primary echo signal: zero dead time detection of electron spin echo en

modulation, Astashkin and Raitsimring,143,280
Regularization

two-dimensional filter diagonalization method, Chen, Mandelshtam
Shaka,146,363

UPEN: data spacing,T2 data, systematic data errors, and diagnostics,-
gia, Brown, and Fantazzini,147,273

Regularized resolvent transform
for high-resolution spectral estimation, Chen, Shaka, and Mandelshtam147,

129
Relaxation

and chemical exchange, in NMR simulations, Cuperlovicet al., 142,11
13C and 15N, derived spectral density maps, peptide internal motion

nanosecond time scale derived from direct fitting of, Mayoet al.,146,
188

13C or 15N data, determination of globaltR of proteins using, Mispelteret al.,
143,229

cross-correlated
for measurement of angles between tensorial interactions, Reifet al.,143,

45
rates, avoiding measurement erors, Carlomagno and Griesinger,144,280

and hydrogen bonding effects on15N and 1H shielding tensors in nucle
acid base pairs, Czernek, Fiala, and Sklena´ř, 145,142

induced artifacts, compensation for: clean TROSY, Schulte-Herbru¨ggen and
Sørensen,144,123

intermolecular dipole–dipole,129Xe dissolved in water, Dimitrov, Redd
and Leigh,145,302

NMR
detection and quantification of rotational diffusion anisotropy fr

Bayesian statistical method, Andrecet al., 146,66
globular proteins, prediction from atomic-level structures and hydr

namic calculations: HYDRONMR, Garcı´a de la Torre, Huertas, a
Carrasco,147,138

in multipolar AMX systems under spin-locking conditions, Kaikko
and Kowalewski,146,297

relationships between1H NMR relaxation data and technological para-
eters of meat, chemometrics, Brownet al., 147,89

spectral estimation, Naugler and Cushley,145,209
slow-motion theory of nuclear spin relaxation in paramagnetic low-sym

try complexes, generalization to high electron spin, Nilsson and K
alewski,146,345

spins 3/2 in biological media, model for dynamics of, Hancu, van
Maarel, and Boada,147,179

Relaxation-induced dipolar exchange with recoupling (RIDER)
MAS NMR method for determination of heteronuclear distances wit

irradiation of second spin, Saalwa¨chter and Schmidt-Rohr,145,161
Relaxation interference

iterative fitting procedure for determination of longitudinal NMR cro
correlation rates, Wang, Kurochkin, and Zuiderweg,144,175

elaxation rates
multiple-quantum, measurement: multiple-quantumJ-resolved NMR spec

troscopy, Liu and Zhang,146,277
15N, protein backbone, as tool for diagnosis of structure quality, de Alb

Tjandra,144,367
elaxation times

23Na in Na4HTm[DOTP], temperature effect, Shapiroet al., 143,213
elaxometry
rapid acquisition transverse relaxometric imaging, Does and Gore,147,116
emote tuning
NMR probe circuits, Kodibagkar and Conradi,144,53
esidual water
enhanced suppression, in “270” WET sequence, Zhang, Yang, and G

stein,143,382
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409CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
Resonance assignment
13C, 15N-labeled RNA oligonucleotides, sensitivity-enhanced MQ–HC

CCH–TOCSY and MQ–HCN–CCH–COSY pulse schemes for,
Jiang, and Gosser,145,147

methyl-containing side chains in13C-labeled proteins, 3D HCCH3-TOCSY
for, Uhrı́n et al., 142,288

unambiguous,1HN/15N resonances of proteins in complexes in slow ch-
ical exchange with free form,15N NMR exchange experiments fo
Vialle-Printems, van Heijenoort, and Guittet,142,276

esonators
electronically tunable surface-coil-type, for L-band EPR spectros

Hirata, Walczak, and Swartz,142,159
parallel coil, for time-domain RF EPR imaging of biological objects, D

sahayamet al., 142,168
estricted diffusion
measurements using oscillating gradient spin-echo sequence, Schaet

al., 147,232
relaxation of nuclear magnetization in nonuniform magnetic field gra

and restricted geometry, Zielinski and Sen,147,95
FDR spectroscopy
compound RFDR pulse sequences for magnetization transfer by

nuclear dipolar interaction under MAS, Fujiwara, Khandelwal,
Akutsu,145,73

narrowband, spinning-frequency-dependent, Goobes, Boender, and
146,204

two-dimensional,a-spectrin SH3 domain, sample optimization and ide
fication of signal patterns of amino acid side chains, Pauliet al., 143,
411

ibonucleotide binase
iterative fitting procedure for determination of longitudinal NMR cro

correlation rates, Wang, Kurochkin, and Zuiderweg,144,175
inging effects
composite pulse experiments designed to cancel, accurate intensi

broad NMR lines from, Hedin and Furo´, 142,32
NA oligonucleotides

13C, 15N-labeled, sensitivity-enhanced MQ–HCN–CCH–TOCSY and M
HCN–CCH–COSY pulse schemes for, Hu, Jiang, and Gosser,145,147

otating-frame imaging
finite-difference approach for high-precision analysis of rotating-frame

fusion images, Woelket al., 145,276
and high-resolution NMR, toroid cavity detectors for, Momotet al., 142,

348
torus factor: relationship between RF field and radial position in to

cavity probes, Woelk,146,157
otation
coherent cross polarization theory for spin-1

2 coupled to general objec
Magusin and Veeman,143,243

Rotational correlation time
global, in proteins, determination using13C or 15N relaxation data, Mispelte

et al., 143,229
otational diffusion
anisotropy, detection and quantification from NMR relaxation data, B

ian statistical method, Andrecet al., 146,66
otational-echo double resonance (seeREDOR)
otational motion
effects on spin–lattice relaxation measurements using first-harmonic o

phase absorption EPR signals, Livshits and Marsh,145,84
otational resonance
conditions of, double-quantum filtration under, Dusold and Sebald,145,340
otational resonance NMR
efficient double-quantum excitation in, Karlssonet al., 145,95
spinning single crystal, coherence transfer signals in, Antzutkin and L

147,147
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otation artifacts
in burst imaging, Wheeler-Kingshott, Cre´millieux, and Doran,143,161
otators
molecular, with C3 symmetry, NMR spin echoes for, Sullivan and Kisva-

nyi, 145,18
RRT

regularized resolvent transform for high-resolution spectral estima
Chen, Shaka, and Mandelshtam,147,129

Rubber
one-dimensional imaging with palm-size probe, Prado, Blu¨mich, and

Schmitz,144,200
Rubredoxin

15N–1H spectra: regularization of 2D filter diagonalization method, C
Mandelshtam, and Shaka,146,363

structure determination from dipolar couplings, resolving orientationa
biguities in, variation of molecular alignment as means of, Al-Has
et al., 143,402

S

Saccharides
isotopically labeled,2H T1 and quadrupolar coupling constants in, Bo

Basuet al., 144,207
alt water
ice, pore structure and anisotropic self-diffusion in, NMR characteriza

Menzelet al., 143,376
ample restriction
in high-resolution solid-state NMR, using magnetic field gradients, C

mont et al., 145,334
and
quartz, saturated,1H NMR T1, paramagnetic effects of iron(III) speci

Bryar, Daughney, and Knight,142,74
Saturation transfer

multiple-site kinetic measurements, correcting for incomplete saturatio
off-resonance effects, Kingsley and Monahan,146,100

proton chemical exchange-dependent, class of MRI contrast agents
on, Ward, Aletras, and Balaban,143,79

45Sc
multiple-quantum cross polarization with 2D MQMAS NMR, Ashbrook

Wimperis,147,238
CT-HMSQC-HA
for measurement of3JHNHa couplings in 15N-labeled proteins, Aitio an

Permi,143,391
77Se

in 2,1,3-benzoselenadiazole, spectral analysis: spin-1/2 nucleus scal
pled to quadrupolar nuclei, Bernatowiczet al., 145,152

Second moment
1H NMR, imaging with13C chemical-shift resolution, Nonaka, Matsui, a

Inouye,145,315
S3 editing

techniques for measurement of C9N and C9HN J-coupling constants acro
hydrogen bonds in proteins, Meissner and Sørensen,143,387

eed
intracellular glasses, pulsed EPR study, Buitinket al., 142,364

Segmental dynamics
pure-exchange solid-state NMR, deAzevedo, Bonagamba, and Sc

Rohr,142,86
SELDOM

initial conditions for 13C MAS NMR 1D exchange involving chemica
equivalent and inequivalent nuclei, Tekelyet al., 145,173

Selective deuteration
measurement of proton–proton coupling constants in DNA sugar ring,

et al., 146,260
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410 CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
Selective excitation
extension of excitation sculpting concept to, Roumestand and Cane147,

331
improved Shinnar–Le Roux algorithm, Ikonomidou and Sergiadis,143,30
in-phase, of overlapping multiplets, Harris, Lowe, and Norwood,142,389
pulses, nonlinear phase adjustment of, Carlson,147,210

Selective inversion
RF pulse concatenation for, Pruessmannet al., 146,58

Selective volume
NMR in inhomogeneous magnetic fields, Ba˜libanu et al., 145,246

Self-diffusion
anisotropic

in nematic liquid crystal, electric field PFG NMR approach, Holsteet
al., 143,427

in salt water ice, NMR characterization, Menzelet al., 143,376
Self-navigation

in high-resolution diffusion imaging using radial turbo spin-echo sequ
Seifertet al., 144,243

Semi-constant-time experiment
time-shared X(v1)-half-filter for improved sensitivity in subspectral editin

Andersson and Otting,144,168
Semi-constant-time HMSQC

for measurement of3JHNHa couplings in 15N-labeled proteins, Aitio an
Permi,143,391

Sensitivity
in pulsed-field-gradient experiments, Linet al., 144,6
subspectral editing, improvement, time-shared X(v1)-half-filter for, Anders-

son and Otting,144,168
ensitivity enhancement
heteronuclear active-coupling-pattern-tilting spectroscopy, Koz´miński and

Nanz,142,294
MQ–HCN–CCH–TOCSY and MQ–HCN–CCH–COSY pulse scheme

13C, 15N-labeled RNA oligonucleotides, Hu, Jiang, and Gosser,145,
147

population and coherence transfer induced by double-frequency swe
half-integer quadrupolar spin systems, Iugaet al., 147,192

by simultaneous acquisition of two coherence pathways: HNCA1 experi-
ment, Salzmannet al., 143,223

solid-state15N NMR, by indirect detection with high-speed MAS, Ishii a
Tycko, 142,199

haped pulses
simultaneous soft pulses applied at nearby frequencies, Steffen, V

sypen, and Chuang,146,369
hinnar–Le Roux algorithm
improved, Ikonomidou and Sergiadis,143,30

hinnar–Le Roux pulses
optimized slice-selective, transverse relaxation effects using, Radd

Klose,144,108
hort mixing sequences
broadband heteronuclear Hartmann–Hahn sequences, Luy and Glas142,

369
ide-access probe
dielectric resonator-based, for muscle fiber EPR study, Sienkiewiczet al.,

143,144
idebands
adiabatic decoupling

analytical solution for amplitudes and phases as function of spin inve
time t, Zhang and Gorenstein,144,316

cancellation: synchronized adiabatic decoupling, Zhang and Goren
147,110

Sideband separation
MAS exchange method using: PATROS, Reichertet al., 146,311
e,

r

in

er-

nd

n

in,

Side chains
methyl-containing, in13C-labeled proteins, 3D HCCH3-TOCSY for reso-

nance assignment of, Uhrı´n et al., 142,288
in radical anions of ubiquinones, dynamics, ENDOR spectroscopic

molecular orbital study, Lehtovuori and Joela,145,319
Signal intensity

radial and longitudinal effect in double TE104 and single TE102 rectangula
cavity, Mazúr, Valko, and Morris,142,37

Signal loss
during RF excitation in TQ-filtered sodium MRI: model for dynamics

spins 3/2 in biological media, Hancu, van der Maarel, and Boada147,
179

Signal-to-noise ratio
ESEEM measurements with time-resolved detection of entire ESE

shape, Astashkin, Kozlyuk, and Raitsimring,145,357
optimizing, and improved spectral editing for solids: sequence for obta

13CH 1 13CH2-only 13C spectra, Burns, Wu, and Zilm,143,352
igns of phases
in NMR: role of radiofrequency mixing, Levitt and Johannessen,142,190

ilica gel
1H NMR T1, paramagnetic effects of iron(III) species, Bryar, Daughney

Knight, 142,74
Simulations

calculation of cross polarization spectra influenced by slow molecular
bling, Mayer,145,216

chemical exchange lineshapes in CP/MAS spectra using Floquet theo
sparse matrix methods, Hazendonket al., 146,33

EPR spectral, of nitroxides, characterization of biological membr
Štrancar, Sˇentjurc, and Schara,142,254

high-field EPR spectra of spin-labeled lipids in membranes, Livshits
Marsh,147,59

NMR experiments involving pulsed-field gradients, computer program
tual NMR Spectrometer, Nicholaset al., 145,262

numerical
double-quantum filtration under rotational-resonance conditions, D

and Sebald,145,340
intermolecular multiple-quantum coherences: NMR and MRI, Ga

Roe and Warren,146,1
random walk, effects of various types of molecular dynamics on 1D an

2H NMR, Vogel and Ro¨ssler,147,43
SIMPSON, general program for solid-state NMR spectroscopy, Bak,

mussen, and Nielsen,147,296
spectral, spin relaxation and chemical exchange in, Cuperlovicet al.,142,11

imultaneous soft pulses
applied at nearby frequencies, Steffen, Vendersypen, and Chuang,146,369

ingle-crystal NMR
coherence transfer signals in rotational resonance NMR of spinning

crystal, Antzutkin and Levitt,147,147
variable-temperature, small crystals and small coils in, Vosegaardet al.,

142,379
ingle-point imaging
turbo-spin-echo, heterogeneous materials, Beyeaet al., 144,255

Single-quantum coherence filter
for strongly coupled spin systems for localized1H NMR spectroscopy

Trabesinger, Mueller, and Boesiger,145,237
Slow-motion theory

nuclear spin relaxation in paramagnetic low-symmetry complexes, ge
ization to high electron spin, Nilsson and Kowalewski,146,345

Small tip-angle approximation
k-space analysis of MR tagging, Kerwin and Prince,142,313

odium
distribution in intact plants:23Na and1H NMR microimaging, Oltet al.,144,

297
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411CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
triple-quantum filtered sodium MRI in cartilage, signal loss during
excitation: model for dynamics of spins 3/2, Hancu, van der Ma
and Boada,147,179

Soft pulses
simultaneous, applied at nearby frequencies, Steffen, Vendersype

Chuang,146,369
Solid air

molecular oxygen in, multifrequency EPR spectra, Pardiet al., 146,375
Solids

diffusion in, 13C PGSE NMR with heteronuclear dipolar decoupling, D-
skikh, Sitnikov, and Furo´, 142,102

improved broadband decoupling sequence for, Fung, Khitrin, and Erm
142,97

phonon-assisted spin diffusion in, Dolinsˇek, Cereghetti, and Kind,146,335
spectral editing, improved: sequence for obtaining13CH 1 13CH2-only 13C

spectra, Burns, Wu, and Zilm,143,352
olid-state imaging

1H NMR second moment, with13C chemical-shift resolution, Nonak
Matsui, and Inouye,145,315

Solid-state NMR
atomic refinement using orientational restraints from, Bertramet al.,147,9
chain dynamics in polymers and blends, WIM/WISE NMR studies, Qiu

Mirau, 142,183
general simulation program SIMPSON for, Bak, Rasmussen, and Ni

147,296
high-order multiple-quantum evolution in, molecular geometry determ

tion by, Edén et al., 144,266
high-resolution

13C 3D CSA-CSA-CSA correlation experiment based on magic a
turning, Huet al., 145,230

sample restriction using magnetic field gradients, Charmontet al., 145,
334

internuclear distances in, measurement by background-filtered REDO
periment, Vogtet al., 147,26

method for setting magic angle, Nagaraja and Ramanathan,146,165
multidimensional dipolar exchange-assisted recoupling measureme

Sachleben, Beverwyk, and Frydman,144,330
15N

imaging membrane protein helical wheels, Wanget al., 144,162
sensitivity enhancement by indirect detection with high-speed MAS,

and Tycko,142,199
nonspinning, thermometer for, Beckmann and Dybowski,146,379
powder deuterium NMR lineshapes, dip in, Westlund,145,364
pure-exchange, deAzevedo, Bonagamba, and Schmidt-Rohr,142,86
a-spectrin SH3 domain: sample optimization and identification of s

patterns of amino acid side chains in 2D RFDR spectra, Pauliet al.,
143,411

spin-3/2, multiple-time correlation functions in, Bo¨hmer,147,78
static multipulse, analysis of orientation-dependent19F dipolar coupling

within trifluoromethyl group, Grage and Ulrich,146,81
3D, resolution of resonances of in-plane residues in uniformly15N-labeled

helical membrane proteins in oriented lipid bilayers, Marassiet al.,
144,156

olid-state NMR index
helical membrane protein structure and topology, Marassi and Opella144,

150
olution NMR
nitrobenzene aligned by strong AC electric fields, dipolar interaction

Peshkovsky and McDermott,147,104
orientation of membrane protein in micelles for, by specific bindin

lanthanide ions to added EF-hand, Ma and Opella,146,381
olvent-induced isotope shift
H2

18O, in 19F NMR, Arnold and Fisher,142,1
l,
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f

Sparse matrix methods
and Floquet theory, simulations of chemical exchange lineshapes i

MAS spectra using, Hazendonket al., 146,33
Spectral analysis

in-phase selective excitation of overlapping multiplets, Harris, Lowe,
Norwood,142,389

Spectral density maps
13C and 15N NMR, peptide internal motions on nanosecond time s

derived from direct fitting of, Mayoet al., 146,188
pectral editing
with double-quantum coherence transfer, off-resonance effects of RF

used in, Lei and Peeling,144,89
modified, for 13C CP/MAS experiments in solids, Huet al., 142,326
simultaneous, forg-aminobutyric acid and taurine, using double quan

coherence transfer, Lei and Peeling,143,95
in solids, improved: sequence for obtaining13CH 1 13CH2-only 13C spectra

Burns, Wu, and Zilm,143,352
techniques for measurement of C9N and C9HN J-coupling constants acro

hydrogen bonds in proteins, Meissner and Sørensen,143,387
pectral estimation
high-resolution, regularized resolvent transform for, Chen, Shaka, and

delshtam,147,129
of NMR relaxation, Naugler and Cushley,145,209

pectral simulation
spin relaxation and chemical exchange in, Cuperlovicet al., 142,11

Spectral window
for ultrawide band NMR spectroscopy, method to increase, Gan,146,245

a-Spectrin
SH3 domain, 2D RFDR spectra: sample optimization and identificati

signal patterns of amino acid side chains, Pauliet al., 143,411
Spectroscopic imaging

volume selective detection by weighted averaging of constant tip
scans, Sersˇa and Macura,143,208

SPINAL-64
improved broadband decoupling sequence for liquid crystals and s

Fung, Khitrin, and Ermolaev,142,97
Spin concentration

quantitation method by EPR, application to methemoglobin and met
globin, Svistunenkoet al., 142,266

Spin diffusion
in analysis of disaccharide conformation using modified GOESY, D

Widmalm, and Bull,147,266
initial conditions for 13C MAS NMR 1D exchange involving chemica

equivalent and inequivalent nuclei, Tekelyet al., 145,173
phonon-assisted, in solids, Dolinsˇek, Cereghetti, and Kind,146,335

Spin dynamics
approach to separating EPR lines arising from species with different

lines, Hofbauer and Bittl,147,226
CPMG-like sequences in grossly inhomogeneousB0 and B1 fields, and

application to NMR well logging, Hu¨rlimann and Griffin,143,120
PISEMA in multiple spin systems, Gan,143,136

Spin echoes
entire ESE signal shape, ESEEM measurements with time-resolved

tion of, Astashkin, Kozlyuk, and Raitsimring,145,357
for molecular rotators with C3 symmetry, Sullivan and Kisvarsanyi,145,18
nutation, and use for localized NMR, Ardelean, Kimmich, and Klemm,146,

43
pin labels
lipids with, in membranes, simulation studies of high-field EPR spe

Livshits and Marsh,147,59
T1 measurements using first-harmonic out-of-phase absorption EPR s

rotational motion effects, Livshits and Marsh,145,84
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412 CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
Spin–lattice relaxation
13C, characterization of molecular motion in solid state by, Varner, V

and Hoatson,142,229
fluid protons in porous media, paramagnetic effects of iron(III) spe

Bryar, Daughney, and Knight,142,74
2H, and quadrupolar coupling constants, in isotopically labeled saccha

Bose-Basuet al., 144,207
1H NMR, inhibitors interacting withTorpedo californicaacetylcholineste-

ase, Delfiniet al., 144,129
measurements using first-harmonic out-of-phase absorption EPR s

rotational motion effects, Livshits and Marsh,145,84
rates, for high-spin Fe(III) complexes in glassy solvents at tempera

between 6 and 298 K, Zhouet al., 144,115
separation of quadrupolar and magnetic contributions, case of single is

Suteret al., 143,266
spin-lock adiabatic field cycling imaging study of low-frequency molec

dynamics, Anoardo, Hauser, and Kimmich,142,372
strongly coupled spins, cross correlations in, Dorai and Kumar,145,8
in system with chemical exchange, measurement with one-pulse expe

Spencer and Fishbein,142,120
times, effects of off-resonance irradiation, cross relaxation, and che

exchange, Kingsley and Monahan,143,360
Spin-lock adiabatic field cycling imaging

low-frequency molecular dynamics studied by, Anoardo, Hauser, and
mich, 142,372

Spin multiplicities
approach to separating EPR lines arising from species with different

lines, Hofbauer and Bittl,147,226
Spinning

magnetic-field-gradient, EPR imaging using, Ohno and Watanabe,143,274
Spinning frequency dependence

narrowband RF-driven dipolar recoupling, Goobes, Boender, and Vega146,
204

Spinning-sideband patterns
from rotor-encoded longitudinal magnetization in MAS recoupling ex

ments, De Paulet al., 146,140
Spin probe

pulsed EPR study of intracellular glasses in seed and pollen, Buitinket al.,
142,364

Spins
dipolar coupled, spin12, analytical polarization and coherence transfer fu

tions, Luy and Glaser,142,280
S57/2, 2D COSY for, theory and application:59Co in tetrahedral clust

HFeCo3(CO)11PPh2H, Kempgenset al., 142,64
spin-12 coupled to general object, coherent cross polarization theory

Magusin and Veeman,143,243
spin-1/2 nucleus scalar coupled to quadrupolar nuclei: analysis o77Se

spectra in 2,1,3-benzoselenadiazole, Bernatowiczet al., 145,152
spin-3/2 nuclei in biological media, relaxation dynamics model, Hancu

der Maarel, and Boada,147,179
strongly coupled, longitudinal relaxation of, cross correlations in, Dora

Kumar,145,8
Spin–spin coupling (see Jcoupling)
Spin–spin relaxation

data, extension of UPEN to, Borgia, Brown, and Fantazzini,147,273
distribution, stable reconstruction, Steinbrecheret al., 146,321
effects on transverse magnetization using RF pulses long comparedT2,

Raddi and Klose,144,108
proteins with shortT2, evaluation of cross-correlation effects and meas-

ment of one-bond couplings, Kontaxis, Clore, and Bax,143,184
relationships between1H NMR relaxation data and technological parame

of meat, chemometrics, Brownet al., 147,89
tendon: in vivo anisotropy analysis by portable NMR scanner NM

MOUSE, Haken and Blu¨mich, 144,195
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unbiased estimates using rapid acquisition transverse relaxometric im
Does and Gore,147,116

Spin-state-selective coherence transfer
clean TROSY: compensation for relaxation-induced artifacts, Schulte

brüggen and Sørensen,144,123
Spin-state-selective filters

protein backbone anglec determination with TROSY-baseda/b-
HN(CO)CA-J experiment, Permi, Kilpela¨inen, and Annila,146,255

pin systems
AMX, multipolar, NMR relaxation under spin-locking condition

Kaikkonen and Kowalewski,146,297
13C, double-quantum filtration under rotational-resonance conditions-

sold and Sebald,145,340
NMR, nonlinear identification by adaptive filtering, Asfour, Raoof,

Fournier,145,37
strongly coupled, for localized1H NMR spectroscopy, single-quantum-

herence filter for, Trabesinger, Mueller, and Boesiger,145,237
poiled gradient echo MRI
magnetization transfer in, quantitative interpretation, Sled and Pike,145,24

Spurious peak suppression
in TROSY experiments, Kojima and Kainosho,143,417

Stable spectrum reconstruction
T2 distribution, Steinbrecheret al., 146,321

TAR operator
incorporation in2J,3J-HMBC, Krishnamurthyet al., 146,232

Steady-state magnetization
effects of off-resonance irradiation, cross relaxation, and chemica

change, Kingsley and Monahan,143,360
STEAM decoupling

17O-decoupled1H spectroscopy and imaging with surface coil, Charagu
et al., 143,39

Steric stabilization
magnetically oriented lipid bilayers by pegylation, King, Parker,

Howard,142,177
Stimulated echo

nonlinear, diffusion measurements using, Ardelean and Kimmich,143,101
pulsed gradient spin-echo NMR, cross-relaxation effects by bipola

monopolar gradient pulses, Dvinskikh and Furo´, 146,283
timulated-echo methods
convection compensating, improved, Sørlandet al., 142,323
17O-decoupled1H spectroscopy and imaging with surface coil: STE

decoupling, Charagundlaet al., 143,39
Stimulated echo spectroscopy

multiple-time correlation functions in spin-3/2 solid-state NMR spec
copy, Böhmer,147,78

Stray field imaging (STRAFI)
calibration of stray field gradient by heteronuclear method and field p

ing, Preston, Kinchesh, and Randall,146,359
diffusion-weighted imaging of bacterial colonies in STRAFI plane, Car

Halse, and Strange,143,24
Stripe-COSY

measurement of proton–proton coupling constants in DNA sugar ring,
et al., 146,260

Strongly coupled spins
for localized 1H NMR spectroscopy, single-quantum coherence filter

Trabesinger, Mueller, and Boesiger,145,237
longitudinal relaxation, cross correlations in, Dorai and Kumar,145,8

Structure determination
helical membrane protein structure and topology, solid-state NMR i

Marassi and Opella,144,150
macromolecules, by NMR, direct refinement against1H–1H dipolar cou-

plings in, Tjandra, Marquardt, and Clore,142,393
in peptides, NH–NH vector correlation by solid-state NMR, Reifet al.,145,

132
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413CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
refinement of protein NMR structures against torsion angle potentia
mean force, problem sources and solutions, Kuszewski and Clore146,
249

ubspectral editing
improved sensitivity, time-shared X(v1)-half-filter for, Andersson and O-

ting, 144,168
ugar ring
DNA, measurement of proton–proton coupling constants in, Yanget al.,

146,260
ugars
evaluation of contrast agents for MRI based on proton chemical exch

dependent saturation transfer, Ward, Aletras, and Balaban,143,79
um combination line
zero dead time detection of electron spin echo envelope modulation

cused primary echo, Astashkin and Raitsimring,143,280
upercritical fluids
ethylene,1H dynamic nuclear polarization at 1.4 T, Windet al., 143,233

Suppression
adiabatic decoupling sidebands, Zhang and Gorenstein,144,316
diagonal peak, 3D protein NMR TROSY-type15N-resolved 1HN–1HN

NOESY spectra with, Meissner and Sørensen,142,195
diagonal-ridge, pure-exchange solid-state NMR, deAzevedo, Bonag

and Schmidt-Rohr,142,86
dipolar field effects in high-resolution liquid NMR, MAS as tool f

Broekaertet al., 145,259
eddy current magnetic field, improved convection compensating PFGS

stimulated-echo methods for, Sørlandet al., 142,323
matrix line, zero dead time detection of electron spin echo envelope

ulation: refocused primary echo, Astashkin and Raitsimring,143,280
residual water, enhanced, in “270” WET sequence, Zhang, Yang

Gorenstein,143,382
spurious peaks in TROSY experiments, Kojima and Kainosho,143,417
water peak, time-frequency vs time-scale approach, Antoine, Coron

Dereppe,144,189
Surface coil

17O-decoupled1H spectroscopy and imaging with, Charagundlaet al., 143,
39

single, imaging with, using RF field gradient, Barilet al., 146,223
Surface-coil-type resonator

electronically tunable, for L-band EPR spectroscopy, Hirata, Walczak
Swartz,142,159

Susceptibility artifacts
inhomogeneity-induced, reducing in functional MRI of human brain

vation, Merboldt, Finsterbusch, and Frahm,145,184
Symmetrical molecules

carbon–carbon spin coupling constants in, proton detection, Berger142,
136

Symmetry
as aid in geometry determination in ligand–protein complexes, Al-Has

Bolon, and Prestegard,142,153
Synchronized adiabatic decoupling

development for use in indirectly detected dimension, Zhang and G
stein,147,110

Systematic data errors
in uniform penalty inversion of multiexponential decay data, Borgia, Bro

and Fantazzini,147,273
System identification

nonlinear, of NMR spin systems by adaptive filtering, Asfour, Raoof,
Fournier,145,37

T

Tagging
MR, k-space analysis of, Kerwin and Prince,142,313
of
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aurine
andg-aminobutyric acid, simultaneous spectral editing using double q

tum coherence transfer, Lei and Peeling,143,95
strongly coupled A2B2 spin systems,in vivo localized 1H NMR, single-

quantum coherence filter for, Trabesinger, Mueller, and Boesiger145,
237

Temperature-dependent chemical shift
23Na in Na4HTm[DOTP], Shapiroet al., 143,213

Temperature mapping
23Na in Na4HTm[DOTP], Shapiroet al., 143,213

Tendon
anisotropy in,in vivo analysis by portable NMR scanner NMR-MOUS

Haken and Blu¨mich, 144,195
dense tissues imaging using dipolar contrast, Grenier, Pascui, and B

147,353
tensile loading, changes in apparent diffusion coefficient caused by, Het

al., 144,217
Tensile loading

Achilles tendon, changes in apparent diffusion coefficient caused by, Het
al., 144,217

Tensorial interactions
angles between, cross-correlated relaxation for measurement of, Reifet al.,

143,45
Tetrahedral cluster

HFeCo3(CO)11PPh2H, 59Co in, application of 2D COSY forS57/2 spins
Kempgenset al., 142,64

Thermal convection currents
in NMR, flow profiles and implications for coherence pathway selec

Jerschow,145,125
Thermal decomposition

activity of thermally excited multiplet states in macerals separated
bituminous coal during, Wie˛ckowski et al., 145,62

Thermally excited multiplet states
in macerals separated from bituminous coal, Wie˛ckowski et al., 145,62

Thermometer
for nonspinning solid-state NMR spectroscopy, Beckmann and Dybo

146,379
Thin section method

vs gradient compensation, for reducing inhomogeneity artifacts in fM
brain activation, Merboldt, Finsterbusch, and Frahm,145,184

Three-dimensional chemical-shift imaging
13C, in isolated infarcted rat heart, Weidensteineret al., 143,17

hree-dimensional correlation experiment
high-resolution13C CSA-CSA-CSA, based on magic angle turning, Het

al., 145,230
Three-dimensional electrophoretic NMR correlation spectroscopy

simultaneous COSY spectra ofL-aspartic acid and 4,9-dioxa-1,12-do
canediamine, Heet al., 147,361

Three-dimensional NMR
HCCH3-TOCSY, for resonance assignment of methyl-containing

chains in13C-labeled proteins, Uhrı´n et al., 142,288
heteronuclear,15N exchange experiment for unambiguous assignme

1HN/15N resonances of bound proteins, Vialle-Printems, van Heijen
and Guittet,142,276

MRI of coronary arteries and heart valves in living mouse, Ruffet al.,146,
290

solid-state, resolution of resonances of in-plane residues in uniformly15N-
labeled helical membrane proteins in oriented lipid bilayers, Maraet
al., 144,156

3D protein NMR TROSY-type15N-resolved1HN–1HN NOESY spectra wit
diagonal peak suppression, Meissner and Sørensen,142,195

TROSY-type HCCH correlation experiments, diagonal peak suppress
Meissner and Sørensen,144,171
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414 CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
Three-spin topologies
analysis and prediction of isotropic mixing magnetization transfer pro

in, Sahu,147,121
ILT (seeTransfer insensitive labeling technique)
ilted rotating frame
of nuclear spins, magnetization evolution in, tunneling spectroscopy

Damyanovich, Peternelj, and Pintar,145,1
Time domain

stable spectrum reconstruction ofT2 distribution, Steinbrecheret al., 146,
321

ime-domain algorithm
for NMR spectral normalization, Romano, Santini, and Indovina,146,89

ime-domain EPR imaging
biological objects, parallel coil resonators for, Devasahayamet al.,142,168

ime-frequency analysis
versus time-scale analysis, in water peak suppression, Antoine, Coro

Dereppe,144,189
ime-scale analysis
versus time-frequency analysis, in water peak suppression, Antoine, C

and Dereppe,144,189
ime signals
multidimensional, high-resolution spectral estimation, regularized reso

transform for, Chen, Shaka, and Mandelshtam,147,129
-MREV
in NH–NH vector correlation in peptides by solid-state NMR, Reifet al.,

145,132

1 noise
in pulsed-field-gradient experiments, Linet al., 144,6

OCSY
analysis and prediction of isotropic mixing magnetization transfer profi

three-spin topologies, Sahu,147,121
application of multidimensional filter diagonalization method, Huet al.,

144,357
opologies
helical membrane proteins, solid-state NMR index, Marassi and Opella144,

150
three-spin, analysis and prediction of isotropic mixing magnetization t

fer profiles in, Sahu,147,121
oroid cavity detectors
radial position in, relationship to RF field: toroid factor, Woelk,146,

157
rotating-frame NMR images obtained with, finite-difference determina

of diffusion coefficients from, Woelket al., 145,276
for simultaneous high-resolution NMR and rotating-frame imaging, Mo

et al., 142,348
orsion angle potentials of mean force
problems in refinement of protein NMR structures against, source

solutions, Kuszewski and Clore,146,249
orus factor
relationship between RF field and radial position in toroid cavity pro

Woelk, 146,157
ransfer insensitive labeling technique
using concatenated inversion in, MT artifact suppression, Pruessmannet al.,

146,58
ransition moments
different, approach to separating EPR lines arising from species

Hofbauer and Bittl,147,226
ransport processes
microscopic displacement imaging with PFG turbo spin-echo N

Scheenenet al., 142,207
ransverse magnetization
using RF pulses long compared toT2, relaxation effects, Raddi and Klos

144,108
ransverse relaxation (seeSpin–spin relaxation)
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rifluoromethyl group
orientation-dependent19F dipolar couplings within, static multipulse sol

state NMR, Grage and Ulrich,146,81
RIPLE
two-dimensional pulsed, at 95 GHz, Epel and Goldfarb,146,196

RNA
internucleotidehJHN couplings, determination by modified 2DJNN-correlated

[15N, 1H] TROSY, Yanet al., 147,357
tr-ODESSA

with PASS: PATROS, Reichertet al., 146,311
Tropolone

13C MAS NMR 1D exchange involving chemically equivalent and inequ-
lent nuclei, initial conditions for, Tekelyet al., 145,173

ROSY
clean TROSY: compensation for relaxation-induced artifacts, Schulte

brüggen and Sørensen,144,123
a/b-HN(CO)CA-J experiment based on, determination of backbone anc

in proteins, Permi, Kilpela¨inen, and Annila,146,255
and hydrogen bonding effects on15N and 1H shielding tensors in nucle

acid base pairs, Czernek, Fiala, and Sklena´ř, 145,142
JNN-correlated [15N, 1H], modified 2D, determination of internucleotidehJHN

couplings by, Yanet al., 147,357
measurement of C9N and C9HN J-coupling constants across hydrogen bo

in proteins, Meissner and Sørensen,143,387
measurement of3hJ coupling between Ca and HN across hydrogen bonds

proteins, Meissner and Sørensen,143,431
measurement of3JN,Cg and 3JC9,Cg coupling constants of aromatic residue

13C, 15N-labeled proteins, Lo¨hr and Ru¨terjans,146,126
protein dynamics measurements, Zhuet al., 143,423
suppression of spurious peaks in, Kojima and Kainosho,143,417
three-dimensional protein NMR TROSY-type15N-resolved 1HN–1HN

NOESY spectra with diagonal peak suppression, Meissner an
rensen,142,195

TROSY-type correlation
three-dimensional protein NMR HCCH experiments, diagonal peak sup

sion in, Meissner and Sørensen,144,171
Tuning

remote, NMR probe circuits, Kodibagkar and Conradi,144,53
Tunneling spectroscopy

from magnetization evolution in tilted rotating frame of nuclear sp
Damyanovich, Peternelj, and Pintar,145,1

Turbo spin-echo imaging
with PFG NMR, microscopic displacement imaging with, Scheenenet al.,

142,207
Turbo spin-echo sequence

radial, high-resolution diffusion imaging using, Seifertet al., 144,243
Turbo spin-echo single-point imaging

heterogeneous materials, Beyeaet al., 144,255
Two-dimensional filter diagonalization method

regularization: FDM2K, Chen, Mandelshtam, and Shaka,146,363
Two-dimensional MQMAS NMR

with multiple-quantum cross polarization, of quadrupolar nuclei, Ashb
and Wimperis,147,238

Two-dimensional NMR
2H, effects of various types of molecular dynamics, random walk sim-

tions, Vogel and Ro¨ssler,147,43
MRI of coronary arteries and heart valves in living mouse, Ruffet al.,146,

290
PFG, for encoding correlations of position, velocity, and acceleration in

transport, Han, Stapf, and Blu¨mich, 146,169
regularization of 2D filter diagonalization method, Chen, Mandelshtam

Shaka,146,363
WIM/WISE NMR studies of chain dynamics in solid polymers and ble

Qiu and Mirau,142,183
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415CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
Two-dimensional-selective RF excitation
gradient-echo line scan imaging using, Finsterbusch and Frahm,147,17

wo-dimensional spectroscopy
ENDOR-ESEEM correlation spectroscopy, Baret al., 145,115

L-Tyrosine hydrochloride
application of improved broadband decoupling sequence with, F

Khitrin, and Ermolaev,142,97

U

biquinones
dynamics of side chain in radical anions of, ENDOR spectroscopic

molecular orbital study, Lehtovuori and Joela,145,319
biquitin
backbone anglec, determination with TROSY-baseda/b-HN(CO)CA-J

experiment, Permi, Kilpela¨inen, and Annila,146,255
NMR structure determination, direct refinement against1H–1H dipolar cou-

plings in, Tjandra, Marquardt, and Clore,142,393
U-FLARE

1H spectroscopic, fast variant using adjusted chemical shift phase enc
Ebel, Dreher, and Leibfritz,142,241

Ultrawide band multifrequency high-field EMR
methodology for increasing spectroscopic information, Hassanet al.,142,300

Ultrawide band NMR spectroscopy
method to increase the spectral window in, Gan,146,245

Uniform penalty inversion of multiexponential decay data (UPEN)
data spacing,T2 data, systematic data errors, and diagnostics, Bo

Brown, and Fantazzini,147,273
Uracil

15N CSA tensor magnitude and orientation in molecular frame of, d-
mined via MAS NMR, Leppert, Heise, and Ramachandran,145,307

V

Variable-temperature experiments
single-crystal NMR, small crystals and small coils in, Vosegaardet al.,142,379

Vector correlation
NH–NH, in peptides by solid-state NMR, Reifet al., 145,132

Vector models
J-coupled spin evolution in IS spin system during RF irradiation of one

comparison with quantum mechanical representations, Benda
Skinner,143,329

Velocity
correlations with position and acceleration in fluid transport, 2D PFG N

for encoding, Han, Stapf, and Blu¨mich, 146,169
Velocity autocorrelation

correlation time and diffusion coefficient imaging for granular flows, C
rihan and Seymour,144,96

Velocity compensation
and navigator echoes, reduction of motion artifacts in diffusion ima

using, Clark, Barker, and Tofts,142,358
Virtual NMR facility

development and use of, Keatinget al., 143,172
Virtual NMR Spectrometer

computer program for simulation of NMR experiments with pulsed-
gradients, Nicholaset al., 145,262

Visual cortex
activation, test of method for reducing inhomogeneity artifacts in fMR

brain activation, Merboldt, Finsterbusch, and Frahm,145,184
Voigt function

approximation of, analytical derivation, Bruceet al., 142,57
Volterra series

nonlinear identification of NMR spin systems by adaptive filtering, Asf
Raoof, and Fournier,145,37
g,
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Volume selection
nutation spin echo and use for localized NMR, Ardelean, Kimmich,

Klemm, 146,43
Volume selective detection

by weighted averaging of constant tip angle scans, Sersˇa and Macura,143,
208

W

Water
H2

18O solvent-induced isotope shift in19F NMR, Arnold and Fisher,142,1
protein hydration and location of water molecules in oxidized horse

cytochromec, Bertini et al., 147,1
129Xe dissolved in, intermolecular dipole–dipole relaxation, Dimit

Reddy, and Leigh,145,302
ater diffusion
evidence of red cell alignment in magnetic field of spectrometer, Kuchet

al., 145,291
ater holding capacity
meat, correlation with1H NMR relaxation data, chemometric approa

Brown et al., 147,89
Water presaturation experiments

pulse shaping in, strange effects, Kupcˇe and Freeman,146,240
Water–protein interactions

in oxidized horse heart cytochromec, 1H NMR study, Bertiniet al.,147,1
ater suppression
in extension of excitation sculpting concept to selective excitation, Rou

tand and Canet,147,331
peak suppression, time-frequency vs time-scale approach, Antoine,

and Dereppe,144,189
ater transport
role in changes in apparent diffusion coefficient caused by tensile load

rabbit Achilles tendon, Hanet al., 144,217
avelets
water peak suppression using, comparison with Gabor transform app

Antoine, Coron, and Dereppe,144,189
eighted averaging
constant tip angle scans, volume selective detection by, Sersˇa and Macura

143,208
ell logging
NMR, application of spin dynamics of CPMG-like sequences in gro

inhomogeneousB0 and B1 fields, Hürlimann and Griffin,143, 120
ET sequence
“270,” enhanced suppression of residual water in, Zhang, Yang, and G

stein,143,382
hispering gallery modes
dielectric resonators in, high-field multifrequency EPR spectroscopy u

Annino et al., 143,88
IM/WISE NMR (windowless isotropic mixing/wideline separation NMR
studies of chain dynamics in solid polymers and blends, Qiu and Mirau142,

183

X

129Xe
continuous-flow optical pumping NMR in closed circuit system, Knelleet

al., 147,261
dissolved in water, intermolecular dipole–dipole relaxation, Dimit

Reddy, and Leigh,145,302
hyperpolarized, continuously flowing, chemical-shift imaging with,

characterization of materials, Moudrakovskiet al., 144,372
(v1)-half-filter
time-shared, for improved sensitivity in subspectral editing, Andersso

Otting, 144,168
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416 CUMULATIVE SUBJECT INDEX
Xylene
ortho andmeta,and other benzenes, codissolved in nematic liquid cry

spectral, orientational order, and structural parameters, Syvitsk
Burnell, 144,58

Z

Zero field
anisotropic hyperfine transitions in, detection using field-cycling techni

Sturmet al., 142,139
s,
nd

s,

Zero-field splitting
observation of multifrequency EPR spectra of molecular oxygen in soli

Pardiet al., 146,375
slow-motion theory in high-spin systems, Nilsson and Kowalewski,146,

345

Zero-quantum coherence
intermolecular, numerical studies: NMR and MRI, Garrett-Roe and Wa

146,1


